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IN  THE temples of yore,  under  starlit skies,  kneeling  and  swaying to  
a  rhythmic  chant,  the mystics  offered their  prayers  to  unseen  Cosmic 
hosts,  while  in  their  midst  a  silver  wisp of frankincense  swirled  upward 
to  the heavens  above. No mystical or devout  ceremony  was  complete 
without  its  elaborate,  ornamented  incense  burner  containing  scented  resin 
or  aromatic  gum.  The  burning of incense  was no fantastic  superstition 
or  weird  rite,  but  the symbol of nun's  attunement  in  prayer  and medi. 
tation  with  the  great  Cosmic consciousness.  By inhaling  its  fragrance, 
man,  while  listening  to  the  harmony of the  chant,  and  with  eyes closed 
to all worldly scenes, would  have  his sense of smell captured  and be 
raised to  a complete  state of ecstr)sy. Thus,  for  the  moment,  his con' 
sciousness,  being free  from  distractlng  sensations,  could  soar on high into 
the Cosmic  realm  as  did  the  wisps of curling  smoke  from  the  burner 
before  him.  Throughout  the  centuries  in  the  mystery  and  secret  schools, 
the  grottoes  and cloisters, beautiful  symbolic  incense  burners  have  ever 
been  used. 

For Rosicrucians,  we  have  designed one embodying  the  beautiful 
spiritual significance of the  salutation  to the dawn of Amenhotep IV, 
so loved by all members of AMORC.   Thc  face is an  cxact  copy of the 
sculptured  head  found  in  thc  ruins o f  his  temple at  Tell  cl,Amarna.  The 
arms  are folded  in  Rosicrucian  supplication.  Its symbolism, the  sun  disc 
and  crux  ansata  (looped  cross), has a spccial  significance to  all Rosicru, 
cians.  It is a useful and beautiful accessory. ADD IT TO YOUR 
SANCTUM. 

5 A N  JOSE,  C A L I F O R N I A  
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THOUGHT OF THE  MONTH 
THE SCIENCE OF MYSTICISM 

o SPEAK of the science of 
mysticism may seem like 
an incongruity. For a 
long  period of time, the 
two words, science and 
myst ic i sm,  have  been 
traditionally held to be in- 
compatible. To  the 19th- 
century scientist, mysti- 

cism  was generally a world of illusion 
and one to be  scorned. Many modern 
scientists are also not inclined to accept 
the  reality of mysticism. Most mystics, 
as well, have considered these two sub- 
jects  as realms which are so diverse, so 
far removed from each other, as  to  be 
impossible of reconciliation. 

From the rational point of view, no 
endeavor, no human activity, can re- 
main absolutely free from  the influence 
of science. The general P c i p l e s  of 
science are actually neede if man is  to 
attain success in  any field. Contrary to 
public  opinion,  science  is not  the mul- 
titude of particulars, the vast technical 
details,  which are ordinarily associated 
with some  phenomenon. Rather, sci- 
ence is the method for  understanding 
the phenomena  we experience daily. 
The scientific  method  is the analysis of 
certain elements of the phenomena of 
our experience. This method  seeks to 
determine  from  the phenomena their 
underlying laws - that which  gives 
them existence.  Science, then, is the 
application of reason to experience in 

T L  - place of speculation or sheer coniecture. 
1 f J C  
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then  it  must have a consistency  which 
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elements of mysticism constitutes its 
science. Even a casual examination of 
the  mystical  state discloses that  it is 
not an endowment upon man.  The 
mystic is not one who has been  singled 
out for a unique experience or to have 
some  special divine power conferred 
upon him.  Whatever we  recognize the 
achievements of mysticism to be, they 
are  the consequence of one's personal 
attainment. The fundamental basis of 
the  mystical state is the same as that 
of all other human activities. This  fun- 
damental basis  consists of the qualities 
of consciousness and of experience. 

Consciousness  is the responsivity 
which  a living thing exhibits toward 
itself, toward its  own  orgamsm,  or  to- 
ward  the  surroundings in which it ex- 
ists. We know that  life force is an 
activity.  The living organism contin- 
ually adjusts itself  to the  requirements 
of this  internal activity. These adjust- 
ments of the living organism produce 
the various sensations of consciousness. 
The sensations are really, we  may say, 
the reactions of the living thing to all 
those im ulses  which act  upon  it,  either 
from wigin itself or  from outside. EX- 
perience, the other quality of the basis 
of the mystical state, we can say, is the 
content of the consciousness. It con- 
sists of all  the sensations which are 
aroused within  the living thing. Experi- 
ence, then, is the design of our con- 
sciousness, the design of its reaction to 
the impulses it receives. For analogy 
and  to make this  better understood, let 
us refer to  a sheet of blank paper as 
being consciousness. If we write upon 
that blank  paper, we may call the 
marks or characters we make  upon it 



the  sensations. The pattern  or  the 
design of the marks, when  taken in its 
entirety, is what  we designate as ex- 
perience. 

All livin things do not  have experi- 
ence, thoug hf, they  all have a conscious- 
ness. We refer to man  as  havin 
experience  because he can isolate an 8 
evaluate  certain sensations in his con- 
sciousness. Man  is also able to form 
mental  patterns  or designs of certain 
of the impressions of his consciousness. 
The science of mysticism, therefore, be- 
gins with  the  analysis of particular 
t es of experience. More  important, 
t f  science of mysticism necessitates 
the individual's manipulation  or the 

about of a variation of his 
persona b r i n ~ P  consciousness. 

Coroentratlon 
The first step in this science of mys- 

ticism is an understanding of the  func- 
tion of concentration, the most  common 
willful  or  voluntary application of our 
consciousness.  Concentration is actually 
the  state of attention. It is particularly 
the focusing of our  attention  on  one 
particular grou or set of vibrations. 
For analogy,  w ?l en you  focus  binocu- 
lars, it  is for the purpose of adjusting 
the lens to 've distinction to a certain 
image w ~ c a y o u  perceive. In concen- 
tration we focus  consciousness to  enable 
us to be  responsive to .the impressions 
of a certain sense-heanng, seeing, tast- 
ing  or  the like. In doing this, in focus- 
ing upon  one  set of impressions, we 
generally neglect all  other impressions 
that  are being  received by  our con- 
sciousness. Thus  we  are  really  atten- 
tive, we re eat, to  one set of stimuli 
only. For & d e r  analogy, if I were 
speaking to you and you  were concen- 

n the sound of my voice, 
E $ x b e  more  dominant in your 
consciousness than  what you might be 
seeing at  the same  time. 

Concentration or  the focusing of at- 
tention is really a kind of selectivity. 
You are selecting the  particular  stimu- 
lus which you want to  enter  your con- 
sciousness. Furthermore, ou are also 
selecting the channel, tK e medium, 
through which  you want  the vibrations 
to enter  your consciousness-that  is, 
whether  you want to hear, see, or feel. 
Concentration or  the focusing of atten- 
tion seems to  imply  that  there is a  posi- 

tive  or active state  on  the  part of the 
individual. In fact, concentration is usu- 
ally said to  be a positive state of con- 
sciousness.  However, such a statement 
is only  partly  true. In concentration, 
we are only  preparing ourselves to re- 
ceive certam  stimuli.  Up  to the point 
of the focusing of our consciousness, 
whether seeing, hearing,  or feeling, we 
are positive in our active  preparation 
but, eventually, we  are passive. We 
are doing nothing  more  than receiving 
-waiting for the impressions to  enter 
our consciousness. It is like waiting  for 
television-preparing the set, tuning it, 
and placing  ourselves in a  comfortable 
position for  watching  the screen. All 
this is positive up to  the point  where 
we relax and  wait  for  the images ac- 
tually to  appear.  Thereafter we  are in 
a passive state. 

There  are times,  however, when con- 
centration  is an  unintentional focusing 
of our consciousness. A strong  stimulus 
can  command our  attention  without our 
will. For example,  a  loud  sound,  a 
bright flash of light, a  sudden rapid 
movement of an object, can catch our 
attention.  These  intense  stimuli  attract 
or draw  our consciousness to  them, com- 
pelling  our focus. If someone were  to 
suddenly shoot off a  revolver in your 
room,  you  would turn, instantly  and 
involuntarily, in the direction of the 
re ort, focusin your consciousness on 
w K at you mig % t see or  hear in that 
direction. 

When we focus our  attention delib- 
erately-that  is, when  we will ourselves 
to concentrate-we  do so primarily be- 
cause of certain  internal Impulses; our 
interests and desires, our likes and dis- 
likes, impel us to concentrate  upon 
something intentionally. We cannot fo- 
cus our  attention  on two things  simul- 
taneously, even  though it may often 
seem that  we do. We have said that 
concentration  is selection. We select 
when we concentrate. Therefore, we 
cannot  concentrate  on two sets of 'stim- 
uli at the  same  time. However, we  can 
vacillate; that is, we  can  alternate our 
attention so rapidly  that  it is difficult 
for  us to realize that  our concentration 
is not on two things at  the same time. 
Nevertheless the principal focus is al- 
ways upon just  one set of vibrations. 
Suppose  a light  were  to be unexpect- 
edly flashed  on in  your room.  You 
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might  alternate  your consciousness from 
the light to my voice and it would  seem 
as though it were  instantaneous. How- 
ever, each set of impressions, the light 
which  you  saw  and my voice to which 
you  were listening, would  be dominant 
and alone in your consciousness at  the 
time  you  concentrated  upon it. 

What value  has  concentration in the 
attaining of the mystical  state? Con- 
centration is limited in usefulness to 
the objective  consciousness, its faculties 
and  certain related functions. Obvious- 
ly, concentration is highly essential in 
our everyday life, that is, in  our ad'ust- 
ment to our  external  world. Widout 
concentration, the world of visual im- 
ages  and things felt  and  heard would 
be  lost  to us. The impulses of reality, 
acting  upon  our eyes and ears, would 
not be brought into focus in our con- 
sciousness and we  would either  not re- 
alize them at all  or  only insufficiently. 
A good example of this is  that,  when 
we walk alon , cloaked in thought,  we 
may not  even%e  aware of a close friend 
who is passing  by, although our eyes 
are wide  open. 

It is  necessary  again to point  out that 
the mystical  state  is  a  condition that is 
attained  within us. It does not consist 
of conditions or things which  we ac- 
quire externally  from our surroundings. 
It is  not  really  the  focusing of attention 
so as to hear  a sound or  perceive  a 
light. Consequently, putting ourselves 
in a position to become aware of what 
we think  that we  should perceive mys- 
tically limits us. Many persons  believe 
that  they must  concentrate  upon certain 
things  to assist them  mystically; how- 
ever, in doing so, they  are  actually 
limiting themselves by holding then- 
consciousness  to certain impressions 
only. 

Concentration  can be used  only as a 
preliminary step in  the  attainment of 
the mystical state. It does not, as we 
have said, directly provide any of the 
elements of the  mystical  experience. To 
concentrate upon  one set of stimuli con- 
tinuously, as  something seen or heard, 
is to eventually  suppress the objective 

The consciousness. The sense stimulus  upon which we continuously  concentrate 
Rosicrucian gradually loses. its efficacy, its effect 

upon  our consciousness. The result is 

1955 is slowly 'turned within. For  this  reason 
May that  the consciousness is introverted, it 
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some Oriental  mystics  concentrate for 

sound, h e  the periodic striking of a 
a  long eriod of time  on  a repetitious 

gong, or  upon  a single light  or flame. 
The monoton of the stimulus and  the 
exclusion of a T 1 other vibrations eventu- 
ally will dull  the responsivity of that 
particular  sense  and  aid  the  individual 
to enter  the subjective state. Such  prac- 
tices of concentration are obviously 
helpful only in excluding the im ulses 
of the  external  world,  not in pro&cing 
a  mystical  experience. 

Contemplation 
Contemplation is another  voluntary 

use of our consciousness. Like concen- 
tration, it is  often confused or  inter- 
changed  with the technique of mysti- 
cism. Contemplation  is the reflective 
process of consciousness. It is an act 
of consciousness within t h  mind rather 
than a responsiveness to impressions 
outside the  mind.  Contemplation  is defi- 
nitely  distinguished  from the  faculty 
of perceiving. It is  not  the focusing of 
our  attention  on  impressions  that come 
to our eyes or  other sense organs. When 
we contemplate, as in concentration, it 
is  true  that we focus our attention. 
However, we  are selecting from  mem- 
ory some idea  laced there from  former 
impressions o P our senses. The idea 
which we contemplate may have  been 
experienced  revlously as something 
seen or heard: By will we cause this 
idea  from  memory to be  isolated in con- 
sciousness, to stand apart  from  all  other 
things. When we  contemplate, our re- 
flective  process of consciousness is very 
acute  and  we  are  aware of nothing else. 
For  analogy,  contemplation turns the 
searchli ht of consciousness away from 
externa P im ressions, away  from  the 
outside worl t  and,  introverting it, turns 
it in on our recollections and reason 
only. 

The advantages of contem lation are 
tremendous to us. Contempration 
mits  judgment and  the evaluation o p" ex- 
perience. Thus we are able to analyze 
the  worth of the impressions  which  we 
have received and  the  value of our  par- 
ticular ideas. I t  is one thing to perceive 
something or  hear it, as the case may 
be; it is still  quite  another to find the 
relative worth of the impressions to our- 
selves. Our opinion, our conclusions, 
are  the result, figuratively speaking, of 



turning  around and  viewing  from  all 
different positions within  our  minds our 
accumulated experiences or  the ele- 
ments of them. The more we contem- 
plate our perceptions, our ideas, the 
more significance and use they have to 
us. The  thinker is one who uses what 
he has collected through  experience,  by 
analyzing  and  evaluating  it,  by scruti- 
nizing  it. The possible relationship be- 
tween our ideas, what  one  may contrib- 
ute to another, becomes ap  arent to us 
through  contemplation. Tzus, in fact, 
contemplation confers a  power  upon 
our ideas or allows us to extract from 
them  the  full force of their content. 
Contemplation also stimulates our  imag- 
ination.  The imagination suggests ways 
in which the ideas may be extended 
and  joined together, so as to become a 
greater  structure of thought. I t  is one 
of the creative processes of mind. 

Contem lation, the dwelling on in- 
spirationa P ideas or  noble concepts-no 
matter how  pleasing they  may be or 
how true  they  may a pear-1s never- 
theless not a rnystica P state. Holding 
the thought, a  term  one  often hears- 
in  fact, it has become a rather  trite 
metaphysical hrase-wrongly implies 
to many neop E ytes and  bepnning stu- 
dents  a  form of very  important  mysti- 
cal procedure. Focusing the  attention 
on  a  thought,  or  holding it, is, after all, 
still a  form of concentration. As such, 
it is nothing  more  than  the  method of 
arresting  the consciousness, holding it 
fast to a single idea. It continues to 
limit  the consciousness to a single phase 
of activity, to objectivity. In  fact, for 
analogy,  there  is  little difference in 
looking at  an object in a closet in your 
room and looking at  an object in the 
street. In  both  examples, you are us- 
in the same faculty-sight. So, when 
h8ding a thought?  you are doing noth- 
ing  more than usln concentration. In  
contemplating, in t a inking, in reason- 
ing, we are using subjective aspects of 
consciousness. We  are  parixularly us- 
ing  those aspects which are closely re  
lated' to the ob'ective mind  and  have 
little  value to t E, e  mystical state. This 
makes  plain that  the  thinker  and  the 
philosopher are not  necessanly mystics. 
Every  real  mysbc, however, eventually 
does  become a philosopher. It is in- 
cumbent  upon  him to reduce the ele- 
ments of his great mystical  illumination 

to human relations, to human values, 
to a Livable knowled  e. To do that re- 
quires  a philosophica P method. 

Visudizat2on 
In  the science of mysticism,  we  can- 

not pass by  the process of visualization, 
the forming of visual images on the 
screen of consciousness. This process 
makes something  visible,  popularly 
speaking, to the mind's  eye.  Now, it 
is quite apparent  that visualization is 
a  function of contemplation. We can- 
not visualize without also contemplat- 
ing. Visualization, however,  is the fo- 
cusing of consciousness upon certain 
ideas, such as  can assume visual forms 
in our mind. If visualization did  noth- 
ing more than this  (cause  forms to 
appear  upon the screen of conscious- 
ness), it would have no greater value 
to mysticism than does contemplation. 

The mystic visualizes, not  with  the 
desire to analyze,  not  just to hold  some- 
thing  in consciousness so that  he  may 
carefully examine it, but for the  pur- 
pose of creatin a condition. He hopes 
to create a con 5 ition, that is, to actual- 
ize  a reality. What a mystic sees upon 
the screen of his consciousness is real 
to him. It is a  reality. But a  mystic 
wants to actualize  that image; that is, 
he wants to cause it to produce other 
conditions than itself. He wants it to 
affect others as well as himself. The 
mystic, therefore, uses his faculty of 
visualization as a  means of awakening 
his psychic attributes. The visualized 
idea is intended merely to create  a 
proper  emotional or psychic state. In  
mysticism, visualizing may be compared 
to setting a stage for  a play, to create 
a certain atmosphere;  or we may  say 
that it is like decorating  a room for  a 
certain qesthetic feeling. The things 
which one visualizes for  the  mystical 
state should  be symbolic only. They 
should  be held in consciousness only 
until we  experience the effect of the 
mental picture itself. Once we realize 
the effect, psychic  or otherwise, of the 
visualized  image, then it should  be  dis- 
missed from the  mind in its  entirety 
because its purpose  has been fulfilled. 
To continue to visualize is  but to resort 
to contemplation and  the arresting of 
our consciousness. 
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Medilation 
Meditation is  the most important ap- 

plication of our consciousness to mys- 
ticism. We  have intentionally  left it to 
the last in our consideration. We did 
so because meditation is  commonly con- 
fused with concentration  and contem- 
plation. It is necessary first to correct 
the misapprehension that  meditation 
is the negation or doing away  with 
all of the  manifestations of our con- 
sciousness. We could not dispense en- 
tirely  with consciousness and et  have 

rience the mysticaiYecstasy, 
because  se f and experience are of con- 
sciousness. Lucretius, the Roman Epi- 
curean philosopher, said: “Where  we 
are,  death is not  yet  and  where  death 
comes, there  we  are not.” Consequently, 
if meditation were to do away  with 
our consciousness, there would be  no 
experience of any kind,  mystical or 
otherwise. 

Consciousness is a  stream of res on- 
sivity to innumerable vibrations. ft is 
like  a scale of music. Each  part of the 
scale of consciousness has an octave; 
that is, it has  its  particular  manifesta- 
tion, just  as notes  compose the scale of 
music. The  human ego, the self, can 
play on various parts of this scale of 
consciousness. We  mean  by this that 
the self, the ou, can  have  realizations 
on different revels of this scale of con- 
sciousness. As one Hindu  mystic said: 
“There  are two conditions of a person, 
the condition of being in this world and 
the condition of bein in the other 
world.” The  other woid  contains  the 
other levels of consciousness which  we 
all have. 

Consciousness reaches beyond objec- 
tivity, beyond our  ordinary  daily world 
of mortal existence.  Consciousness  goes 
far beyond the  mental world, far b e  
yond the realms of thou ht, of contem- 
plation  and reason. Ano a er  mystic has 
said: “Meditation is the joining of con- 
sciousness with  the  higher intellect or 
forces to  make  manifest sensations 
which do not exist to the lower con- 
sciousness.” The  human consciousness 
is an effluence, a  pouri  forth  from 

The the Cosmic mind.  The 3jective con- 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~  sciousness,  however,  does not  directly 

Digest in  the Beeper river of the subconscious 
touch u on the Cosmic mind. It is  only 
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May that self can experience the more infi- 
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One cannot  leap to a  unity  with the 
Cosmic. He cannot  plunge  into C ~ C  
consciousness. He  must progress to  it, 
like one swimming  from shallow to 
deep water.  Meditation,  then,  is  a  shift- 
ing of the field of perception. It is the 
lookin or perceiving f a r  beyond our 
imme 8 ’ate  finite world. To arrive  at 
this greater perception requires  a tran- 
sition of consciousness. A 17th-century 
German  mystic said: “It is in the su- 
preme  part of the soul that  the mysti- 
cal  operation takes place. It is that 
portion of the s o d  which  no assion 
can reach.” He meant  by  this  &at we 
cannot expect to erceive the  higher vi- 
brations of the  &pth of our being, of 
the greater consciousness, by  means of 
our objective senses. 

As explained,  when we contemplate 
we are  using experiences which origi- 
nall  had come through our objective 
fac K ties-our reasoning, etc. There is 
a  certain unity of those two phases of 
mind. So, too, meditation integrates the 
consciousness. It unites the lower forms 
of common consciousness with those of 
the higher. If it did not  bring about this 
unity,  then  the psychic, the Cosmic, im- 
ressions which we have in the  higher 

revels of consciousness  could never be 
recalled. There would  be no  way  in 
which they could  be  removed and 
brought back to the lower, the objective 
state. Until  the self can  brine back 
into  daily  life, as inspiration  and dlumi- 
nation, the results, the experience of 
those  Cosmic contacts, the mystical state 
is not complete. 

The traditional objective of all mys- 
tics is the  union of self with God or 
the Cosmic. Since every  part of our 
being-our whole organic structure  and 
our mental processes-is of Cosmic law, 
obviously this  union exists in fact.  How- 
ever, until the self, until the you, red- 
izes this union, you  do  not experience 
any  divine  pleasure  from it.  Without 
this experience, it is  like giving a  man 
a  key  and  saying  to  him: “This is for 
a  treasure chest.’’ Until  he finds that 
treasure and  can realize it, it provides 
him no satisfaction. 

Meditation,  then, is a  way of chang- 
ing  the consciousness. It is the evolve- 
ment  from  one level of consciousness to 
another. It is the personal knowing of 
the plethora, the fullness, of our being. 

(Continued on Page 173) 



T HE illustrious Grand  Master of the A.M.O.R.C. of France, 
Mlle.  Jeanne Guesdon, S. R. C.,  crossed the threshold of high- 

er initiation at two o’clock in the morning,  Tuesday, March 29, 
1955. Though  she  had been ill  for  the past few weeks, her transi- 
tion will come as a shock to numerous  fratres and sorores through- 
out  the world who  knew her personally or through  the medium 
of her great service to  the Rosicrucian  Order in France. 

There  are those ersons whose unique talents and  experiences 
are so co-ordinate8  with their work in life that  there is every 
indication that  their mission was Cosmically ordained.  Such  a 
person was  Soror  Guesdon. She  acquired an excellent administra- 
tive  txaining  and  experience early  in life. Born in France, Feb- 
ruary 10,  1884, she  subsequently  sojourned in London,  learning 
English proficiently. Later  she  assumed an executive position in 
Havana, Cuba, which afforded her  an o portunity, during  a period 
of several years, to master the SpanishTanguage. 

A fascination for esoteric teachings  and  mystical literature re- 
sulted in Mlle. Guesdon’s contacting the Rosicrucian  Order, to 
the studies of which  she devoted  herself ardently.  Her Rosicru- 
cian affiliation brought her to the portals of many of the  traditional 
initiatic orders of Europe. In  these bodies she  won  honors as an 
officer. In this capacity, she  became liaison officer for  the  late 
Imperator of AMORC, Dr. H. S ncer Lewis, transmitting official 
documents  from  him to the  affiated orders and often  acting as 
his special interpreter  when  he  was in Europe.  Dr. H. Spencer 
Lems had the utmost  admiration  for  the  integrity,  ingenuity, 
and enlightenment of Soror Guesdon. 

In accordance  with Dr. H. Spencer Lewis’ lans  for  the 
A.M.O.R.C., Mlle. Guesdon, in collaboration wig the present 
Imperator,  Ralph M. Lewis, or anized the modern  version of the 
A.M.O.R.C. in France. Thus f i e  light of the Rosicrucian  Order 
in America,  having been received  from  France originally, was 
reflected back to  the  land  from which it had  directly come. Im- 
mediately following World War 11, Mlle. Guesdon undertook the 
tremendous task of the  translation of all the Rosicrucian teach- 
ings, as are now  issued in the  French  lan age. In addition, she 
directed the necessary construction of a CY ministrative buildings, 
the formation of correspondence de artments, the issuance of the 
French  magazine Rose-Croix, and $1 the  numerous  functions re- 
lated to the extensive work of the Order. That she  has  been suc- 
cessful is evidenced in  the  large  and loyal French  Rosicrucian 
membership. It was her  dream  that  Dr. Lewis’ wish be fulfilled, 
and she was  Cosmically supported in every  way to lay  the sound 
foundation that now  exists m France.  Only last summer she, at 
her advanced age,  flew from Paris  to San Jose to attend  the  Inter- 
national Rosicrucian  Convention. Here she  reported on the work 
of the Order in France and remained to make  a further  analysis 
of the methods at  the Supreme and Grand Lodges. 

Peace Profound unto thee, Soror Jeanne Guesdon! 



By RUTH PHELPS 

T 00 many of us spend built on  the acceptance 
our time  wanting  to of the whole  man, the 

be someone  else. We physical, the  mental, the 
kee saying, “If only I emotional,  and the s irit- 
courd  be smart as he is!” ual  parts of man.  Each 
And in imagination,  we must acce t them as they 
actually  are  that some- are in or8 ,  to create of 
one else! Do you  and I the soul-personality the 
consciously and  whole Master  that it should be. 
heartedly accept our- It follows that  man 
selves as we are? Most needs to accept his abili- 
of us do not, but we do ties, capabilities, experi- 
expect to grow s iritual- 
ly. If a house guilt  on 

ences, surroundings, his 
childhood and  the result- 

a hillside begins sliding ing adulthood-his stage 
downhill, in order to do of evolution, his karma. 
anything about it, its He must  accept the  warp- 
owner  must  know that  ing of the personality be- 
the ground  underneath  is fore he  can straighten it 
giving  way and  he ac- out. Likewise, he  must 
cepts that fact. accept   that   which  is  

We say know yourself, and even ad- straight and strong  and the responsibil- 
monish  each  other to be yourself, but ity of using it to full advantage. 
we forget that accept  yourself is in Acceptance does not  mean stagnation, 
many ways the most mportant,  the as we may think. Man has  not accepted 
most dXcult of the three. Man  to ac- himself if he  wants to stay  as he is to- 
cept himself must know himself, and day. The  man who stagnates runs 
he cannot know  himself without know- away  from himself. He who is satisfied 
ing  all  parts of himself. Each of the with  what  he is, runs  away  from some- 
three conditions-know,  acce t, and be thing  within himself. Stagnation  is the 
yourself-is dependent  on  &e others, f i s t  step toward retrogression.  Accept- 
yet  the keystone, so to speak, is accept- ance is the  first step toward progression. 
ance. Without  that,  the knowledge is This is true  from  the point of view of 
useless and  the being something is al- either psychology or mysticism. 

If a man is afraid of people and ac- 
cepts the fact, then  he  is  ready  to  start 
getting rid of the  fear, through know- 
mg and being himself. Stagnation 

cor- means  ignoring the  fear, or running 
rect it; and to learn and  away  from  it. Acceptance of self means 
build  on  that.  recognizing the materials  and tools with 

which  one  has to build. The  man who 
accepts the  fear,  and  the reasons for 
it, may now  tear  out  the false founda- 

sa  ‘ng, “This is what I have  made  my- tion and build  a  new one. 
The seg”  Most of us expect to achieve If he does not accept his fear, he 
RoJ;cruc;an perfection tomorrow wthout acce ting buries it and his inner self  too. The 

the imperfections of today. You L o w  hidden  fear  puts up a  barrier in his 
and accept what you are;  then  you  can subconscious mind.  He buries his vari- 

1955 
be yourself. ous troubles, and  they fester and yw 

The development of the  inner self is If they grow out-of-bounds, then  e 1s 
May 
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confined within the  barriers until he 
loses  connection with  the objective  self, 
and  he lives only in the  world  he  has 
created in his own mind. Then  he  is 
mentally ill. If he buries his fear  in 
his subconscious, it is  magnified and 
added to until  it poisons his entire 
thought  and emotions. Even at this 
stage, to know, to accept, and to be 
yourself is  the  only cure. And  often 
acceptance is the hardest to accom lish. 
The  barriers go up because the ingvid- 
ual does not acce t what  he  really 
knows. The  man w%o is afraid of peo- 
ple may know that  he is afraid, but  he 
may be unable or unwilling to accept 
the fear, and  thereby  puts  a  barrier,  a 
block, around it. 

Acceptance of self  does not  mean 
self-satisfaction and  the boasting about 
self, any more than it means  stagna- 
tion. It does not  mean boasting to one- 
self or to  others-nor  does ~t mean 
belittling of self or of others. It means 
simply acceptance, so that one may go 
on from there. It is to say, “This is 
what I am, what I have made of my- 
self through the  law of karma.” Only 
when  a  erson  has said this, honestly 
and  franGy,  may  he  really  say  what 
he  wants to be, what  he  wants  to  make 
of himself. After  he accepts himself, 
he  must say, “I would  be what God 
wills.” He accepts what God wills 
through  the  divine  within himself. This 
does not  mean his sitting  on  the  front 
stoop waiting  for the Lord  to do for 
him,  or  even to tell him  what  to do. 
Nor is it tellin the  Lord  what you will 
do. I t  is to wilffull act on  and  through 
the divine self wittin. 

Acceptance does not  mean  your say- 
ing, “Lord, I a m  perfect, use me.” It 
does not  mean, “I am sinful, hopeless, 
Lord. Do what Thou wilt.” It means 
consciously accepting F l f  as you 
are, and  accepting the lvine soul with- 
in so that you may grow, and that you 

live and work in the service of 
and  man. The  man who thinks  he 

is erfect, or the one  who thinks he  is 
a  lopeless sinner, has  not  yet  known 
himself -much less accepted himself. 
Neither one of them  has accepted the 
God within  man. 

Acceptance means  facing the facts, 
not running  away.  There  are  many 
ways of evading a problem  or a fact 
that we  dislike, of not  facing the psy- 

F3 

chological  blocks. The  man who fears 
people can  withdraw  into himself  com- 
pletely and  live-as much as  is pos- 
sible-within  the confines of his own 
private world.  Or he  can ignore the 
problem, bury it in  the subconscious, 
and  attempt to “brazen it through.” He 
may end up having  a pseudo  self-con- 
fidence, or  a  rou  h bluster toward eo- 
@e. He  may kid%imself by  preten 8, ‘ng 
It is really  nothing  at  all.  He  may  put 
a fine shin cover over it by  exudmg 
concern a n i  affection which  really  are 
not there-and by being virtuous. He 
may blame it on  upbrin ‘ng, or on 
Mother or Teacher, and Et it go at 
that. He  may  martyr about it wth a 
“look at poor me”  attitude. Or he  may 
combine virtue  and  martyrdom. Or he 
may  just give up and be  scared. We 
all  do one or several of these. Which 
do you do? 

Accepting yourself means doing none 
of these. It should  mean  finding  out 
what causes the trouble, and  it  may go 
back to Mother  or  Teacher. It may 
even be nothing  at  all-once you ac- 
cept what it is! But one  must  accept 
it. One must  say in effect, “This is 
what I am. What  am I going to do 
about it?” 

that make up  the whole indivii:? 
Most of us do not wo  too much  about 
accepting the body. 7 t is there, and 
we mistreat it without  wondering a 

eat deal what  the consequences will E. But if you  accept  your body, you 
must  accept also the  fact  that it can- 
not be mistreated  without more or less 
dire consequences. It is a God-given 
tool, an integral  part of you. It should 
be  used as such, accepted  as  such. This 
is  not to be taken to  mean living by a 
long set of unpleasant rules. It means 
a  reasonable  amount of pleasure, and  a 
reasonable  amount of care, and an ac- 
ceptance of the need  for both pleasure 
and care. 

When  the bod is ill or deformed, 
we must accept $at too, and do what 
is possible to alleviate and correct the 
condition. Often this means  uprooting 
emotional tensions and conflicts which 
are  the basis of the illness. It may 
mean, too, our learning  what  we  need 
to from the illness or  deformity, accept- 
ing it as a lesson. 

The emotions involve the  entire or- 

We must  accept the various 
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ganism as well as the  mind.  They are 
an interaction between the parts of the 
whole. They run from fear  and  hate to 
the finest kind of love, to the ecstasy 
which is  the core of the  mystical ex- 
perience. To accept the emotional na- 
ture, then,  means to include  the whole 
individual,  not  only the biological part 
from  which some  emotions arise, but 
also the effect that  the feelings may have 
on the organism, the tensions and ill- 
nesses created by  fear,  anger, and  b  our 
burial of these. We  must  not on$  be 
able to say, “I feel this  particular emo- 
tion,,, but to know wh and to accept 
it-as well as to resoge a conflict if 
need  be. This involves not  only  the 
organism, but  the subconscious mind. 
It means establishin a connection, so 
to speak, with  the su % conscious so as  to 
clear  out the conflicts, and 
forgotten causes.  Do you Khaps ow what the 
you hate  and  what you  love? and  what 
fears those hatreds are based on? Do 
you know it  and run away  from  it? Or 
do you accept it? And how is it pos- 
sible to attain  mastery  without doing 
all you can to discover ourself? 

The  mind, too,  goes a 6  the  way  from 
the most  objective to the subconscious, 
from  the basic  mind-stuff of each cell 
to the  Divine  inner being. How can we 
possibly  accept the  mind,  its  limitations, 
and  its  unlimited  abilities?  Paradoxical 
it is, but  it is limited and unlimited. 
The  part  that is of the objective world, 
that perceives the  outer world, is often 

painfully limited. Yet the other,  which 
1s subconscious, is at least in  part di- 
vine  and limitless. How can  we accept 
these two, much less  use them in har- 
mony? Yet this is  what  we  must do. 

I see a  tree in bloom, it is beautiful, 
colorful, scented, balanced.  Yet there 
is so much I cannot feel, see, and hear. 
That  art of man,  the objective mind, 
is  sady limited. But that  inner part, 
the  Divine  Mind within,  can  feel the 
mystical sense of union  with  nature, 
can  feel  more  beauty than meets the 
e y e  and  intuitively it does  know. That 
is the paradox we must accept, and 
with such understanding  as  only  the 
mystic knows. 

So we accept the  mind,  but  what 
about the soul, the divine inner being, 
the God within, the sacred, indestruc- 
tible?  Is it not even more difficult to 
accept? How can a  man with a  mortal 
body ever  learn to be holy, a  master? 
Yet the soul demands that  we accept 
that concept. To know the soul and 
its  divinity is to know the need  to  at- 
tain  mastery,  and  that  means  to ac- 
knowledge our shortcomings. To accept 
the sod is to accept the love given by 
and also returned to the Cosmic, to God. 
There is  only one way to accept the 
God within-that is to turn inward, to 
become yourself, and  through  that be- 
coming  to attain oneness with  the Cos- 
mic. This  is  what  is  meant by-to 
know, to accept, and to be yourself. 

assist  those in need, as part of its program, is actively engaged in 
The ROSICRUCIAN SUNSHINE CIRCLE,  whose  purpose is to help, aid, and 

supplying food,  clothing,  and  cooking  utensils to those in immediate need 
loaning  wheel chairs and  walkers to worthy  cases 

I helping those who are  handicapped to  find  a  means of livelihood 
extending  a “ray of sunshine” to those  “down on their  luck” 
giving direct,  on-the-spot  Sunshine  Circle  help, by  aiding and assisting the aged 
and  crip  led  who  cannot,  because of their age or affliction,  be  moved  from  their 
present  Pwation-a  displaced  person’s  camp. 

in distress, you are invited to join this organization  and  have  a part in assisting your 
If you are  interested in humanitarian  activities  and  would l i e  to help your brother 

fellow man,  by  lending him a  hand,  at a time when  he most  needs  help. 
For further  information write: 

ROSICRUCIAN SUNSHINE CIRCLE 
Secretary-General 

Rosicrucian Park 
San Jose,  California 
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FORMULAS - PROCESSES - 
TRADE SECRETS ! 

Henley’s  Twentieth Century  Book-an amazing  collection 
of selected data  about the  essential  ingredients of  today’s  world. 
Tells  you how it’s  done,  and where to get the  material. An 
invaluable aid  and money saver for almost  everyone. A com- 
bination of old  remedies,  almanacs,  basic  texts,  and  funda- 
mentals. 

The  large 9OO-page volume gives  you detailed  information on the manufacture  and 
use of such  varied  products  and  processes as: 

glues and pastes detergents puny 
air-purifiers electric iruulhtions 
cheeses 

perfumes 
fertilizers 

anti-freeze fireproofing 
polishes 

nnti.rust 
powders 

flower preservatives 
andaeptiu 

photography 

barometers 
fnckle  lotions reducers 
glrrr 

baneria dyes 
refrigeration 

blackhead remedia 
solders 

inks 
bleaches leather 

spices 

brandy 
coffee mbatitutes 

matches 
concrete 

vulcanization 
rneamres 

ceramics 
waterproofing 

oleomergarine 
dentifrices 
incandeeent bulbs 

paints whitewash 
V I X  

paper Walt 

This book has been  made  available though the ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
by special  arrangements with the  publishers.  Retail  price, only $5.00, postpaid. 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
S A N  JOSE CALIFORNIA 

THE  SCIENCE OF MYSTICISM 
(Continued  from  Page 168) 

Again  we may say, it is like climbing 
to a mountaintop. There  we look  over 
the vast  reaches of space which could 
not be  perceived at  the foot of the 
mountain. St.  Augustine  said, in re- 
ferring  to meditation, that it is “the 
mystic  eye of the soul.” Many mystics 
have said of meditation that it is an 
escape from the world of everyday  and 
even an escape from self. In  their doc- 
trines  they  have spoken of diminishing 
the self through  meditation until even- 
tually  it has no reality. It no longer 
exists. Dionysius, the Areopagite, said: 
“Leave behind both thy senses, intel- 
lectual operations and  all  thin s known 
by senses and intellect.’’  Actu&y,  how- 
ever, we know differently. We can 
never retreat from self. We cannot es- 

cape it. If we were successful in doing 
SO, we  would not  have  mystical  union. 
Self must  exist  to be united  with  the 
Cosmic. Through meditation,  self takes 
on different aspects or characteristics 
as it moves step by step, level by level, 
through the scale of consciousness.  Self 
sheds the sensations, the usual deter- 

ualities  which are associated 
with it o jectively, as time, space, and 
any other such notions. Self  becomes 
a  state of being for  which we  have ob- 
jectively no explicable  terms. That is 
why some of the ancient mystics 
thought that meditation suppressed the 
self-only because self lost ~ t s  familiar 
character. 

Self changes in its ascent, in its up- 
ward climb through the levels of con- 
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sciousness, just as an acorn changes to 
become the  mighty oak.  However, the 
essence of the acorn is in  the oak and 
so the essence of the self is in every 
stage of consciousness that we attain in 
meditation. The self  drops behind  all 
of those  old characteristics in its  new- 
found freedom.  One early  mystic said 
of this: “A spider  mounting up by 
means of his  thread obtains free space. 
Thus assuredly  does meditation  obtain 
independence.” Each level of conscious- 
ness  produces a phenomenon, an  ex- 
penence,  which is peculiar to  the 
vibrator  state  into  which we enter.  On 
one leve 9 of consciousness we experience 
aloneness;  on another,  mystical silence; 
and  on still another,  a  great  harmony. 
Each of these  experiences, the  result 
of meditation, has  a  lasting effect upon 
our whole  being. Thus self, in moving 
forward, brings one  phase of conscious- 

ness into  harmony  with  another, weaves 
them together as  with  a  silver  thread. 
This  relationship  results in a  rejuvena- 
tion of the whole human organism. The 
highest and  last stage of this conscious- 
ness is known  as Cosmic  Consciousness. 
It is  attained  when  man realizes his 
oneness with  the Absolute, with  all be- 
,ing, and  yet  nothing has  a singleness of 
nature  to him. All things are realized, 
but  no  one  thing in particular. 
Thus the science of mysticism is truly 

an analysis of the various applications 
of our personal consciousness. The sci- 
ence of mysticism reveals what is nec- 
essary  for us in order to  attain the 
fullness of our Divine  nature. In the 
Rosicrucian  teachings this science is 
presented in all of its  practical and 
useful aspects. The mystical experience 
is practical because it results in  the 
enlargement of the scope of living. 

N the  United States, there 
is a  National  Park tucked 
away  in  the Blue  Ridge 
Mountains of the  State 
of Virginia. There, na- 
tive and tourist  alike  is 
intrigued  by the  Fairy 
stone  crosses found  abun- 
dantly in the  area of 

some fifty mountainous acres. 
The crosses are  natural formations 

occurring in three  general cruciforms- 
Latin, Maltese, and St. Andrew’s-as 
neatly  turned  out  as if done by a mold. 
The material  has been identified by 
mineralogists as  staurolite-familiarly 

called Fairy stone; but the process by 
which  they are turned  out 1s natures 

Le ends have  as  yet offered the only 
offici3 explanation-and  most F p l e  
are content to ive fairies  cre It for 
them. Since  suc a an explanation  has 
only  the  authority of naive  faith  and 
quaint tradition, it may be that  some 
one will come forward with a  more 
scientific theory. The facts are  that 

shaped  crosses in staurolite 
are to  e  found in great  numbers in 
this region alone-and  they  are not 
made  by  hand. 

Own. 

pe*ectlg 
Can  you  explain it? 

The 1 ROSICRUCIAN INITIATION 
Hemes Lodge will confer upon eligible members the Third 

-at 148 N. Gramercy Place, L J S  Angeles. 
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BY'JOHN GOETTSCH, U. S. A. 
(Notes of an address to the students of St.  Mira's High School.) 

(Reprinted from Mira magazine,  February-April,  i954-Poona-i, India.) 

ET us have one thought in 
our  memories,  let us 
make it a picture  which 
will stay  with us, for 
words may  rapidly pass 
from  the mind. Some- 
time, perchance, you may 
have stood  beside  some 
artist who is  working at 

marble as still some great  artists  them- 
selves  work. He is hewing out a statue 
and works at  the  marble  in  order  that 
his idea may be made  manifest  and 
live in the  minds of men. 

Now if you question that artist,  he 
will tell you that to him  it  is  not  a 
block of marble to be hewn  into a statue 
that is before him;  it is a statue hidden 
within  a block of marble. That  he is 
beginning to set free  with  every stroke 
of the chisel that cuts off a shaving of 
marble,  the  statue  that is lying buried 
within  the block. So he works on  and 
on seeing with e es of a genius the 
form  that  you an 2 I cannot see, and as 
he hews away  with chisel and  mallet, 
he is  cutting  away the  super-incumbent 
marble,  he is not carving  the exquisite 
limbs of the body, for the statue  is  all 
ready  lying withm it. And so with us. 

Within all of us lies embedded in  the 
marble of our  human life the spirit 
that is God, hidden  beneath  the flesh, 
hidden  beneath  the bodies, the emotions 

and  the  mind, so that it is not visible 
to the  outer eyes. You have not to create 
that image. It is there. You do not 
have to manufacture  it. You have only 
to set it free. God is  within you, wait- 
ing for  manifestation,  and yours is the 
glory of hewing  away  all that hides 
that  manifestation  from  the eager eyes 
of men. Your chisel is your  thoughts; 
your  mallet  is  the  power of your will. 
Take  therefore the  mallet of will and 
take the chisel of thou hts,  strike  awa 
the emotions of the bo$ and  the  mind: 
until all  has gone that is not He. 

Then  out of the  stone of your  human 
life the  divine  statue  shall  arise  in  its 
perfect beauty;  the splendour of  God 
shall  shine  out, so that  all  men shall 
be lighted  and  warmed  by  its s lendour. 
God in  man shall then walk  &e earth, 
and  you  shall have had  the glory of 
setting the God within free to work 
for  humanity. Be then artists in life; 
be sculptors laboring in  the workshop 
of the  world;  and so when one  comes 
to pass into transition  you will know 
yourself as the Spirit  eternal  and  not as 
the bodies  you leave behind. You wil l  
thus pass into a  wider life, a more 
splendid destiny, a  grander  future,  for 
you will be free, the liberated  Spirit 
God made  manifest, the end  and goal 
of man. 

DECALCOMANIA TRANSFERS 
In answer to hundreds of requests, the Rosicrucian Supply Bureau now has available 

distinctive  red-and-gold  decals  patterned  after the smaller Rosicrucian seal. Size,  ap- 
proximately 3 inches in diameter.  Quickly  and securely applied to the inside or outside 
of your car  window,  bumper, luggage, house  window, or on other  smooth  surfaces. 
They neatly and  adequately identify you  as  a  Rosicrucian  wherever they are seen. 
When  ordering,  ask for the Rosicrucian Decals. Price postpaid,  25  cents  each (1/10 
sterling), or 5 for $1.00 (7p sterling). 
ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 



By GASTON BURRIDGE 

m John Keely will 
D h i s   e n y  

qui te   robable   there  
es to run? would  Eave  been no his- 

Was he a uman being torically interesting Kee- 
ossessing that strange ly! He would now be 

facility to such a degree  covered deeply beneath 
that  he could actually ‘forgotten earth.’ Some 
experience ‘mind  over are inclined  to  onder 
matter’? Could he make how much of Ke8y was 
h is   engines   tu rn   a t  Keely, and how much 
times, but did he  fail to may  have been Clara 
make  them do so at other Bloomfield-Moore. 
times? Did he realize he possessed such One thing is certain.  Whatever klieg 
ability, or were his failures to make his light may  eventually come to rest on 
machinery operate at all times as b a f h  John Keely’s name, close beneath i t  
to him as were his successes to others? will be  discovered Mrs. Bloomfield- 

These  and  man  others  are impor- Moore’s. Her  writinp on Keel ’s 
tant questions. Pro 3: ably, we will never accomplishments, expements and pti- 
be sure of their answers. Too many losophy, are about the onl ‘pro’ Keely 
unknowns surround Keely and his ex- material we have today. &ndoubtedly, 
periments. Too much time has passed she ma& him. Therefore,  she deserves 
since. Many of the puzzle’s  pieces have the light. Her book, Keely and his Dis- 
been  lost in the interim-or never  had coverzes, is now a collector’s item. Pub- 
their part  in  the whole  picture  printed lished in London in 1883, this 375-page 
clearly. volume covers all of Keely’s activities 

re11 Ernest Keely set the  then scientific In Chapter 10-“The comi Force,” 
world s eculating-speculating whether H. P. Blavatsky in The Secre%octrirw 
he h a i  discovered a ‘new  force’ or has  much  to say re  arding Keely and 
whether  he was a fake. Keely kept that his motors and  pdosophy. H. P. B. 
world  guessing for years. After  his does not  say  that Keely had discovered 
death, in 1898, there  were investiga- a  new force, but she does say, if he 
tions. The result of these appeared to has, it is  quite  unlikely that  he would 
satisfy  immediate problems, but  left be able to put it to general use-and 
many questions to ponder. New devel- that  he would not be able to pass  on 
opments in science have  only added his secret  after  death so that those left 
more questions. would  be able to use it. There is more 

It has been  said that a  man one year than a hint  here  that she considered 
ahead of his times is progressive and Keely’s en ‘nes were run by  a force 
respected. A man five years ahead of transmittefto them  by his will. At 
his times is  a  radical  and dangerous. least, more than 60 years  have  borne 
A man 20 years ahead of his times is out her predictions. 
a ‘nut’ and  is shunned. Sir Isaac New- There  are a few, toda who claim 
ton’s ideas were ridiculed for  a con- knowledge enough of  Kee@s motors to 
siderable time before they  were ac- know they will produce  power. How- 
ce ted. Galileo almost felt the fire! ever, they produce no samples! Those 

h e  mystery-cloaking of Keely  would who claim to have the correct diagrams 
have been  even  more  clouded had it say Keely’s engines will produce power. 

The not been for  the almost heroic efforts Thus  they  exonerate Keely, sclentifi- 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  and generosi of a woman-Mrs. Clara cally, of an fraud, but, m addition, 

Bloomfield- rx oore. Without this wo- they state t i a t  these motors will not 
DigeSr man’s ability as a  writer, her interest produce power  efficiently, nor  in  lar e 

1955 to  finance Keely’s experiments, It is velopment. Even a motor, so built to 

More than 60 years ago, John Wor- to that date. 

May in esoteric matters,  and her willine;ness quantities, in their  present  state of k- 
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Keely’s  specifications, which would no 
more than  turn itself, would exonerate 
Keely scientificall to a far greater ex- 
tent  than  can be B one by words.  Keely 
made his engines turn. Who has done 
it since? Until it is so accomplished, 
can  we definitely rule out that Keely 
turned  them  by will? 

In  his book, Wild Talents, Chapter 
32, Charles  Fort takes a look at Keely. 
Characteristically, he finds Keely no 
more  insincere than General Booth! 
Fort definitely states the possibility that 
Keely’s motors  might  have been self- 
motors, that is, driven by power trans- 
mitted to them  through Keely’s  willing. 
He also wonders if Keel was  always 
able to make  them turn w !i en he wished. 
He doubts  Keely  could perform so well. 
Fort  hints  Keely  may  not  have realized 
what it was that  he possessed in the 
way of stxange ability. This lack of 
knowledge may account for several of 
the  strange positions taken  by Keely 
during his lifetime. 

John  Worrell Keely lived most of his 
life in Philadelphia.  His  parents died 
while  he  was still an infant.  His aca- 
demic  schoolin is not  sup osed to have 
ro essed far%er  than  %at  acquired 

gy g e  time  he was 12. There  are stories 
of his being  a circus performer in late 
boyhood and  earl manhood. It is 
known he develope B a  keen  enough ear, 
musically, to become director of a  small 
orchestra  while still a  young  man. 
Somewhere  along the road of life, Keely 
learned the carpenter’s trade  and pro- 
gressed in  it to a  journe 
1872, when  he gave the ~~~~~~~~~ 

tion of his new force. 
Energ6 and Sound 

Keely was  always  attracted by ma- 
chinery of an sort. He predicted the 
airplane, but %e  saw it powered with 
apergy-the name  he  gave his new  en- 
ergy-instead of with gasoline. 

From Keely’s own writings we find 
he  had  no idea that  he  had discovered 
‘perpetual motion’-nor was he search- 
ing for such.  One of the  ways  he claimed 
his energy  came  was  from  the ‘disas- 
sociation of the hydro  en  and oxygen 
atoms  making up a mo 7 ecule of water.’ 
Theoretically, if the  supply of water 
were  great  enough, his motors,  once  set 
in motion,  would run until  the water 
supply ran out  or the bearings gave  out! 

Of course, there  is s o w  force holding 
the atoms of hydrogen  and  oxygen to- 
gether to make the molecule of water, 
Just as there is some  force holding any 
atoms  together to make  anything. It 
would  appear  Keely was thinkin in 
terms of molecular force, or a B orce 
holding molecules of a  compound to- 
gether, rather  than atomic  force, or a 
force holding the atoms together. It is 
interesting to note that  the element 
hydrogen  was involved in this thinking. 
Hydrogen! The very  thought of split- 
ting  its  atom  sends chills up the backs 
of many  an occultist. And,  no  doubt, 
for good reason! 

Keely said he set his machines in 
motion  by sound. He accomplished this 
by drawing  a bow  across a set of tuning 
forks, or by  plucking  a series of chords 
on a zither. Sometmes  he  varied  the 
tones by  playing on a  mouth  organ. 
Those  who  have studied sound, and  are 
inclined to  look favorably upon  Keely’s 
work, say  he  had discovered how to 
strike the ‘harmonics’ which  would 
cause the molecule of water to disin- 
tegrate. As the disintegration took  lace, 
Keely  syphoned off and capture: the 
energy so liberated, turning It to power 
his motors. 

Those  inclined to be skeptical of 
Keely,  noted that his machinery  either 
started  or stopped when Keely layed 
different notes, or  combinations ornotes. 
In  other words, the apparatus did not 
always respond to the same set of notes 
in the same  way. This, they said, was 
‘ust another proof that Keely was  a 
hoax. They  may have been correct. 

However, it might be  well  to bear in 
mind it was possible that Keely  had 
invented  a  combination,  or series of 
them, to  baffle  those who  watched, in 
order to better protect his secret. Again, 
if Keely  were running his motors  by 
willing  them to so move-and especially 
if he did not realize such a  circum- 
stance was taking  place-it  is  quite 
possible he was as much puzzled as any- 
one else, but was keen  enough not to  
show it, thus  playin for time  and 
further research. On t f e  other  hand, if 
Keely did realize he was willin his 
machines to  move, but did not k now 
how he was accomplishing it, his search 
would  be as great. There is some evi- 
dence  pointing to his belief that  he 
came to the conclusion he possessed a 
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‘self-motor’-this, from the  fact  he  re- 
fused to allow Thomas A. Edison to 
examine his apparatus,  saying he did 
not  think  Mr. Edison  ‘understood the 
princi les under  which his motor op- 
erated’! 

Keely  claimed to  tap  energy also from 
‘the ether.’ He  claimed  there  was vast 
‘free energy locked within  the ether,’ 
and  that hs engines unlocked and used 
it. 

The question of what  the  ether is, or 
whether it is or not, continues to be a 
matter each  must decide for himself. 
There  is  much orthodox writing  on  the 
subject, all  uite as abstract as orthodox 
thinking be?ieves occult matters  to be. 
Suffice it to say, if one  has decided that 
there  is  no  such  thing as ether,  then 
one  cannot follow  Keely on this portion 
of his philosophy. 

We know the  sun  alone radiates mil- 
lions upon millions of horsepower  each 
hour  which  none of its satellites pick 
up. This  energy  has to do something, 
go somewhere,  be  absorbed  somehow. 
It just does not cease to exist all  at once! 
Therefore, Keely, and others who seek 
to ta the Cosmos for power, have  a 
ood \asis, it would  seem, for believing 

&ere was  some there. 
Keely said one of his problems was to 

release this etheric  energy in small 
enou  h quantities at a  time so it would 
not f o  bodily harm to him or his ma- 
chines. Whether this problem  manifest 
itself through, shall we sa slide rule 
logic or whether  from  actua T e Tr i ence ,  
we are not sure. Perhaps bot . Mrs. 
Bloomfield-Moore  says, m one of her 
articles on Keely, that  he suffered sev- 
eral accidents, minor but  painful, 
through  the  improper  handling of en- 

so released.  Keely’s detractors 
e%-pooh such stories, saying the acci- 
ients came  to him as they  mieht come 
to anyone  handling  and  worlung  with 
machmery. 

Here again, is it not possible that 
Keely may  have lost mental control 
over his apparatus,  momentarily, or 
for a  longer  period? This loss of 
control may have  been  a factor in 

The his suffering the accidents, especially if 
R*~ic*ucian time of control loss. 

the machines  were in motion at  the 
Digest Early in Keely’s experimental life, 
May The Keel Motor  Company was formed 
1955 to  take  a B vantage, business-wise, of any 
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patents or discoveries  Keel might make, 
and  to provide Keely wi & funds with 
which to  carry on his research. AS 
often  ha  pens in such  arrangements, 
The  Reek Motor  Company and John 
Keely became at odds. The rift widened 
until a situation of bankru  tcy faced 
each. It was here  that Mrs. i loomfield- 
Moore stepped in with financial help, 
thus avertmg any possible disinte- 
gration. 

She rovided  Keely with  funds to pay 
his b d  and ca on his research. As 
she  was  a  weal ”3: y widow with con- 
siderable presti e m Philadelphia,  her 
sponsoring of feely relieved the pres- 
sure  temporarily in the Company also. 
This sponsorshl of Keely  was con- 
tinued until 189l or about 15 years. 

A Guarded Secret 
Keely  had been working  under this 

arrangement  about  a  year  when  he  an- 
nounced  a  new discovery.  One different 
from  that used in his work over  which 
the Keely  Motor  Company  had control. 
This announcement  fomented action on 
the  part of the Company’s  directors. 
The immediately  brought suit against 
KeeG in  an effort to force him to reveal 
the secret under which they  felt  he  had 
worked for them. Keely refused to do 
this, saying  he  had not  yet completed 
it to  the  extent  that it could  be ro- 
tected by  patent;  hence, any pu \ lic 
revelation of its  nature would expose it 
to others for  their research  and  might 
result in loss of all  patent ri hts to the 
Keely Motor  Company an! himself. 
This did  not satisfy the directors and 
trial was held. On the stand, Keel 
refused to answer those questions  ten B - 
ing to reveal his secret. Finally, an im- 
passe was  reached,  whereupon the t i a l  
udge took  over the  questioning of Keely 

himself, in an effort to bring  an end to 
the stalemate. Keely continued his re- 
fusal to answer. The  Judge pointed  out 
that refusal to answer  direct  questions 
from the Bench constituted contempt 
of court  and that if Keely continued to 
do so, the  Judge would find it necessary 
to confine him  to jail until  he changed 
his mind. Keely went to jail! 

This brought  about  a most unsatis- 
factory situation all  around. None of 
the parties concerned  were gettin any- 
thing  they wished. Again, Mrs. #loom- 
field-Moore  came to the rescue! Through 



her efforts, it was arranged  that  the 
Court  appoint  a  competent  engineer, 
satisfactory to all. This  engineer,  sworn 
to secrecy,  would  visit  Keely and  there 
be advised of the difference between 
the two principles that Keely had dis- 
covered. After  the  en ‘neer had satis- 
fied himself, he  woulf write  a  report 
which would explain the difference, yet 
would not  reveal  the innate secret of 
either principle. 

This was carried out. The report 
must  have  been satisfactory because 
Keely was  released and the Company 
dropped its suit. 

Those  inclined to call Keely  a fake, 
point to Keely’s  verboseness, his ad- 
mitted superability to ‘talk well’ where 
his inventions  were  concerned, his 
strange  use of common  words and 
phrases  tending to cloud rather  than 
clear the issue. They contend that  the 
success of Keely’s  release came  from 
these factors rather  than  the genuine- 
ness of his principles. The  may have 
been correct in this view. is possible 
the report would not  stand in a  court 
of today-as mentioned.  However, it 
must be  considered that  any informa- 
tion upon  which it would  be judged 
today would  also have gone into  its writ- 
ing, hence the end-results could  well 
bnng about the same balance. 

The above incident could indicate, at 
this point of his experiments, that Keely 
was not certain of the  cause of his suc- 
cesses or failures. It is quite evident, 
if he  knew his machines  turned  through 
his willing them to  do so, he could not 
testify to such in court. To have done 
so would have  meant  immediate con- 
finement in a  mental institution! Un- 
doubtedly, he figured that his chances 
of getting released  from  jail  on con- 
tempt-of-court  charges would  be much 
better than his chances to be released 
from  a  mental institution. We must 
admire his sagacity. 

Truth is like a ruby-it takes an ex- 
pert to tell whether it is genuine;  and 
when experts disagree, then  laymen get 
their views! 

From the confusion surrounding Kee- 
ly’s  death-immediately  before and 
after-we are led to  believe that  he was 
not interested in  any sort of deathbed 
confession. Nothing  he  did shows any 
hint of desiring to clear the greatly be- 
fuddled condition  propagated during  the 

END OF THE RAINBOW 
By EDLA WAEILIN, M. A., F. R. C. 

Librarian, Rosicrucian Research Library 
IN the Edda it is  related  that  the Tree of 

Life  has  three  main roots, all rooted in 
matter. The principal one of these leads to 

This  radial represents The Way or The 
the place where  the gods dwell in heaven. 

Mystics’ Path.  Under it lies the  Urdar- 
fountain which is  the  well of the Past, the 
subconscious mind of the psychologist. Each 
day twelve Mystics who are worthy of being 
called gods ride on horseback over the  rain- 
bow to  sit  in judgment at  the  Urdar- 
fountain, popularly k n o w n  as  the “Pot of 
Gold.” 

Northern  country superstition tells that 
the rainbow is a  huge  net, set to catch the 
shadow or soul of human beings. Therefore, 
children  are  taught  to  fear it; and to escape 
the  danger  they place sticks on the  ground 
in the  form of a cross to “cross out the 
rainbow.“ 

folklore concerning the rainbow. An old 
Many legends have come down through 

fable  relates  that if an individual is able  to 
find the spot where the rainbow and  the 
earth meet, he can, by digging, find a “pot 
of gold.” The natives of Yoruba believe 
“that  the rainbow is the  great snake of the 
underneath which comes up to drink water 
from  the sky.” The Semang, the Shoshone, 
the  Australian aborigines, as well as  the 
ancient Persians, also believe that  the  rain- 
bow is  a  great serpent, but  that  the place 
where it touches the  earth is not a whole- 
some place to live. 

interesting book on Norse Mythology. 
The Rosicrucian Research Library  has an 
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last 26 years of his life. In fact, we 
can  only conclude that  he  had  a definite 
desire to  befuddle it more. Why?  We 
can  only guess. 

There is little question that  he real- 
ized he was  going to die some time be- 
fore  he did. If he  were  a  faker,  a 
swindler, his being such did not  a  pear 

‘dru ged y remorse,’ his always active mini was working to further  hide  the 
reasons for his successes,  to further  bury 
the ones for his failures. 

During his last short illness, Keely 
was  visited  by a  Dr.  Chase of Boston. 
Chase is reported to have been an ‘old 
and  trusted friend.’ What  the conversa- 
tion may have been between  them, we 
will never know, unless Dr. Chase’s 
diary is found and published. 

Upon Keely’s death,  as  rumor  has it, 
Dr. Chase went to the Keely laboratory- 
workshop and removed several ‘key’ 
pieces of apparatus  and some  docu- 
ments. These  he took to Boston ‘for 
safekee  ing.’ What became of this 
materia! no history a pears to record. It 
may be  collecting just  in  the cellar 
storeroom of a museum, forgotten and 
unlabeled. It ma  be in possession of 
some high closet-s K elf in  a private home 

to Prey “go n his mind. Instead of 1 eing 

or  barn,  known or unknown. Again, it 
may be the basis of current claims that 
Keely had somethin ! More probable, 
it found  a junk pile fong ago. 

Whatever  may be the correct answer, 
we do know that  the investi ations of 
Keely’s  work after his dea& lacked 
much in the  way of physical evidence. 
Under such circumstances, it seems 
proper to conclude that  the investiga- 
tions  were  not  entirely satisfactory, nor 
should they be  given more than their 
share of prominence  in arriving at over- 
all conclusions regarding Keely and his 
work. 

If John Keely  were  a  fraud,  we  must 
conclude that  he was a ood one.  Few 
have surpassed him. If !e was insane, 
as  some contend, then  he was  one of 
the exceptional cases of history,  and 
should be studied  for any knowled e 
such a case must be able to reveal. If 
Keely were deluded by some cavorting 
fancy, some quirk of fate, then surely 
we  never  have  had  a  stranger case. If 
he touched the  right  wire  and actually 
tapped the  Universal Force, then  he 
was  too much ahead of his times. Had 
he worked out  the equation,  he might 
have u set the whole world. Perhaps 
it was test  that it ended as it did. 

INFINITY  IS CALLING 
Like a  father revealin the secret of Santa 

Claus to his growing c d d ,  so today’s astron- 
omer is eering behind the mythology of heav- 
enly d e s ,  findin  only  a  greater, vaster, more 
incomprehensible b,mos. 

Interestin and fascinating are  the  ancient 
myths whicff reflect early man’s  conception of 
the heavens. Profound  are  the findings of mod- 
ern astronomers as they  turn gigantic telescopes 
on the stars and planets. Simply  and excitingly 
written, with complete illustraQons, is the story 
of ancient  and  modern  astronomy in a pocket- 
size  book, Our Cosmic Neighbors. Fifty cents 

(3/7 sterling) is all it costs,  postpaid. Our Cosmic Neighbors is  a em of 
worth-while information, m t t e n  and compiled by Rodman R. Cfayson, 
F. R. C., Director of the Rosicrucian Planetarium,  and  member of the 
Astronomical Societ of the Pacific and  Eastbay Astronomical Associa- 
tion. Makes an exce H ent  gift for  anyone too, so send for  your copies  now: 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
San Jose California 



Rosicrucian fraternity. It is the focal point of Cosmic radiations and  thought 
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and  inner 
awakening. Various periods of the  day  are set aside when  many thousands 
of minds are  attuned  with  the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning  with 
the Cathedral at  the time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who 
are not members of the organization may  share in the  unusual benefits as well 
as  those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various contacts with  the Cathedral. Copies will  be  sent to persons who 
are not members if they address their requests for this book to Scribe S. P. C., 
care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage 
stamps. (Please state whether member or not-this is important.) 

ORDER AND BEAUTY 
By CECIL A. POOLE, Supreme Secretary 

N ANCIENT philosopher in that manifests  according to a s stem 
his attempt to  convey the having  laws or  a procedure  whic E was 
meaning of the  Infinite established by a Mind  that could  con- 
described it as the source ceive the beginning, the process, and 
of order  and  beauty. He the end. What we  observe that appeals 
said, “Order and beauty to us the most are those thin s mdi- 
spring  from  His  hand. ’ cating  a s stem  and order-an d which, 
This expression tends to as a r e s d  or as an  attribute of this 
cause the  human  mind to order, produce  what man appreciates to 

become aware of the  Infinite  throu  h be the beautiful. 
the realization that  the order of t E e Those  persons  who  have any sense 
universe  and the beauty seen in nature of awareness of the world  about  them 
are manifestations of a  Supreme Being can find many examples of this exist- 
of which we may have  awareness. ence of order  and  beauty in the phe- 

Many universal  laws  with  which we nomenal  world.  Order  and  beauty can 
are familiar-the  manifestations of na- also  be appreciated by compari;son We 
ture  that surround us-function in ac- are  aware of many things  exlsimg m 
cordance with certain established rules. the universe that, insofar as our abdity 
These indicate order-a type of force to interpret  them is concerned, do  not 
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seem to conform to a  systematic pro- 
cedure or a  law of order. This may be 
caused by our inability to comprehend 
the  full meaning of both the manifesta- 
tion and  the  intent  that  may lie behind 
such  manifestation. On the  other  hand, 
as human bein s we are  aware  that 
there exists muc fl man-made confusion. 

The possibility of destruction is usu- 
ally connected with  man-made activi- 
ties. We of course  acknowledge that 
there  are catastrophes in nature. We 
fail to understand  how  earthquakes, 
floods, hurricanes, and other natural 
phenomena seem to  enter  into  the sys- 
tem  that  is otherwise  orderly in na- 
ture. But, in spite of the devastation 
that  may follow  such  disasters,  we real- 
ize that  a  great deal of the confusion 
hampering the orderl manifestation of 
natural laws is broug il: t  about by man’s 
interference with  natural laws. 

Our realization that much of the 
disorder  and confusion we perceive is 
man-made causes the words of the  an- 
cient philosopher to carry even  more 
significance. The function of nature, 
as we are able to understand it, should 
bring to us a  fuller  appreciation of or- 
der  and  beauty as an evidence of pur- 
pose and  mind  behind the manifestation 
of the universe. Man sets aside the 
manifestation of orderl law  and cer- 
tainly defaces that  w K ich would  be 
beautiful, when he interferes, at least 
temporarily,  with these processes. He 
cuts the forest, he  mines the  earth,  he 
kills many species of plants and  ani- 
mals,  including wildlife. In  many ways 
he defaces the landscape as we  can 
see, and  destroys  various  forms of crea- 
tion. In  so doing, man does not  alter 
universal  law,  he does not  replace or- 
der  with confusion and disaster, but  he 
frequently shuts off from our immediate 
perception the manifestation of order 
and  beauty  that  he could enjoy pro- 
vided he would not  interfere. 

The preservation of the  beauty  and 
order of nature has become the con- 
cern of intelligent human beings  toda . 
States and  governments  have set asi B e 

The parts of our  land to be  kept in their ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ , ,  natural state. Laws have  been  enacted 
to keep us from promiscuously eliminat- 
ing certain wildlife. In other words, 

1955 
all these  tendencies show that  innately 
man appreciates those things  which are 
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the manifestation of the  law of order 
and  beauty as it exists in the universe. 

The same rinciple applies to  man as 
an individuaf By violatlng the  natural 
laws  instead of cooperating  with  them, 
he brings unto himself more responsi- 
bilities. He shows a lack of abill 
coo erate  to  the extent that  he has T een to 
engwed to do, through  the  fundamen- 
tal  laws  that God has  ordained for his 
function. Man’s way of living has in- 
terfered  with his physical  well-being; 
and even  though his life  span  has in- 
creased in this  modem age, man has 
brought  upon himself more disease, 
more  problems of health  and problems 
in the  maintenance of well-being than 
he should  have to be concerned  with at 
this particular  point in his advance- 
ment. 

To observe the orderliness of nature, 
to see and understand better the  mani- 
festations of the laws that God has put 
into effect to  carry out the function of 
his creation, to devote  ourselves to learn- 
ing better these principles so that we 
can  cooperate m t h  them,  is to make 
ourselves more  aware of the order  and 
beau that exists in the universe. This 
knowxdge  can serve as our means of 
awareness of the existence of an infinite 
mind or force that  only  manifests  it- 
self indirectly  through  the  physical 
world of which we are  a  part.  We 
appreciate  order and beauty, but we 
should  make an attem t to appreciate 
these qualities more.  TEe time  taken  to 
become aware of the  functionina,of 
these natural laws is a  means by  w 1ch 
we can  attune ourselves to  the higher 
forces. 

The awareness of the existence of 
order  and  beauty in the  universe  can be 
the  key toward  a better understanding 
of our relationship with God. It is 
therefore  appropriate  for man  to  at 
times  relax  from  the  demands that  are 
constantly  being  made  upon  him  and 
devote  himself constructively in con- 
templation of the universal  laws  and 
their contrast with  the  man-made laws. 
As man contemplates the existence of 
order  and  beauty  he will gain an ap- 
reciation of the importance of their 

fmction in the universe, and through 
that appreciation  he will gain  a closer 
understanding of the source from  which 
they spring. 



By RALPH M. LEWIS, F. R. C. 

ITH most  people there is 
a  sentimental  attachment 
- e v e n  a deep  affection- 
for the things and condi- 
tions associated with their 
environment. This  is es- 
pecial ly   t rue i f  these 
things have in some way 
contributed to  their per- 

sonal satisfaction, be it physical, men- 
tal, or moral. We often become as 
wedded to immaterial things-places, 
systems of thou ht  and ideologes-as 
we  do to the be P oved members of our 
family or respected friends. There is 
a plausible psychological  basis for this. 
That which satisfies our desires  becomes 
an integral  part of self. The ego is ex- 
tended to include it as part of one's 
own being. As a consequence,  we 
staunchly  defend  it, seek to preserve 
it, as we  would our physical entity. 

A nation is a created circle of envi- 
ronment. It represents  not just a  place 
upon the surface of the  earth  but a 
predetermined  sphere of influence. If 
the  nation  has any semblance of a de- 
mocrac the conditions of the environ- 
ment, tKk established laws  and rece ts 
of the nation, should reflect at  East %e 
majority will of the people.  Conse- 
quently,  the patriotic spirit is one that 
seeks to keep intact  within  the  physi- 
cal boundaries of the  nation those ideals 
and practices presumably conceived and 
created  by the people and  their dele- 
gated representatives. Thus nationalism 
ma be defined as the inbred devotion 
anisupport of the political and  cultural 
ideas within  a specific  geographical and 
economic realm. 

Such  nations are vital cells of influ- 
ence. The nucleus of these cells is the 
populace and  the  vitality of that nucle- 
us cannot be  confined  to the political 
boundaries it has established-at least 
not in our times. As intangible radia- 

tions, these influences reach  out  and 
touch the lives, the ho es, and the basic 
welfare of other eopyes in other vital 
cells or nations. !&us the  thinkk.g in- 
dividual soon  comes to realize that his 
cell is one composing the  matrix of a 
greater organism-mankind throughout 
the world. He discovers that his cell, 
in order to exist, must  take  into con- 
sideration the harmonious relationship 
which it bears to the whole structure, 
civilization. Though  each cell may 
have, as in the  human organism,  func- 
tions varying  from others, it cannot 
be isolated from  them  physically  nor 
in purpose. 

Today's citizen must rise above the 
earlier  nationalism of past centuries. 
He  must realize that his nation  has  a 
part to play, not  unto itself alone  but 
to humanity  at large. Thus  the pro- 
gressive-minded citizen has  likewise the 
obligation to defend and preserve all 
those precepts and activities rising 
within his own nation  which  tend  to 
bring  about  world uni . The nation 
that seeks to keep  aloo 4y from  amalga- 
mation with other peoples and  from  a 
merging of human interests becomes 
like a cyst-a misplaced  cell that  inter- 
feres with  normal functions. 

Exclusion is a false concept of nation- 
alism. Humanity is 
ideology, and  the wor ffeater d is greater than than any 
any sovereign nation. The  true patriot 
is  one  who strives to make his na- 
tion a link in the  chain  that would 
unite  men in noble purpose.  Con- 
certed effort for  world peace means the 
using of your citizenship and your  na- 
tion's resources  and powers, within its 
constitutional bounds, to bring  about a 
transcendental international unity. The 
conformity to this end  must  be  mutual. 
Internationalism  cannot be a  jewel set 
in a  crown  fashioned by the thoughts 
and ideas of a single people. 

V A U  
Know the habits of your friends, but do not imitate them."GREEK PROVERB. 
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By HAROLD PREECE 

0 NE illustrious scholar ex- 
emplified  the Sacred Ten- 

ets of the Rosy  Cross during 
the majestic  Elizabethan Age 
of England.  Another, who  also 
attained the stature of Magus, 
preserved  and  further devel- 
oped the ancient  teachings  dur- 
ing  the  Stuart  and Cromwell 
eras which followed. The first 
was  Francis Bacon. ~hi l0~01  )her  and rick.  an 
statesman, who  served’as Imperator of 
the Rosicrucian  Order till his transition 
in 1626. The second  was Elias Ash- 
mole, scientist, antiquary,  and historian, 
who  has been  called “the greatest vir- 
tuoso and curioso ever known or read 
of in England. . . .” 

Just as did Julius  Friedrich Sachse 
in America, Ashmole  seems to have b e  
gun  life  within  the  radiance of the 
Mystic Rose. He was born May 23, 
1617, at Lichfield, County of Staf- 
fordshire, where  underground initiation 
chambers  have been found. Ori ‘nally 
he was to have been christened Tromas, 
but  when the minister officiating at his 
ba tism asked the infant’s name, his 
gJfather answered Elias, which in 
Hebrew  means “God‘s own.” 

No  other Ashmole had  ever  been 
named Elias. Later  the  godfather de- 
clared, in obviously  veiled language, 
that  he had been  moved “by  a  more 
than  ordinary  impulse of spirit.” But 
early historians sometimes  spoke of the 
Rosicrucians as “the  brothers of Elias” 
after  the learned priest and  adept  who 
instructed the  Prophet  Samuel. So the 
circumstances would  sug  est that  the 
man who gave the boy $!e name  was 
an Initiate  and  thereby consecrated his 
godson  to the service of truth. 

A slim, sensitive boy with finely- 
chiseled aquiline features, the  young 
Elias grew u in Lichfield  whose active 
Rosicrucian h g e  was often visited by 
Imperator Bacon. Perhaps the lad may 
have occasionally  glimpsed the cele- 
brated  Ma s nding  in his coach to 
confer wig fratres  pursuing  their 
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studies within the city’s ven- 
erable cathedral. 

Through  the influence of his 
uncle, Baron William Paget, a 
government  financial officer, 
Elias was enrolled in the fa- 
mous Lichfield  Grammar 
School. Here in this  institu- 
tion glorified by such  alumnae 
as Joseph Addison,  David Gar- 

Id Dr.  Samuel Johnson. the bril- 
liant youngster received an bducation 
which laid the basis for his later studies 
in the scientific and  the  arcane. 

He mastered Latin, in which most 
learned treatises were  written  during 
those days; then, he became an accom- 
plished organist and  a chorister in  the 
cathedral choir.  Possibly  some of his 
teachers at Lichfield were Rosicrucians 
since members of the Order  were nu- 
merous in British educational circles. 

In 1633, at  the age of sixteen, he 
went to live with his uncle in London. 
There  the recocious, well-mannered 
youth  with &e bent for study soon at- 
tracted the  attention of the notable 
Rosicrucian circle in London. At ei ht- 
een, he became the  friend of Rofert 
Fludd, the  erudite  country  clergyman 
whose esoteric interpretations of the 
Christian religion so clearly reflected 
the s irit of the Fama Fraternitatis by 
whici  the Order  had  proclaimed  its 
latest incarnation of activity, a  genera- 
tion before. 

That association between  a  renowned 
Magus  and an eager  Neophyte roved 
to be one that not  only  ins i r e1  Elias 
Ashmole but  enriched for ab time  the 
renascent and  ancient society toward 
which the younger man was  groping. 
As  today’s begnning Students com- 
mence  their instruction through lessons 
mailed to them, so Ashmole probably 
learned the elemental Secrets by poring 
over a copy of Rudd‘s Tractatus Theo- 
logophilosophicus (Tracts of Theologi- 
cal Philosophy) in Baron  Paget’s 
private library. 



No doubt, Fludd influenced the youth- 
ful Seeker to read  Imperator Bacon’s 
New Atlantis and  Magster John  Hey- 
don’s Rosae Crucian Infallible Axiomata 
(Rosicrucian Infallible Axioms).  Per- 
haps also, the Master first interested 
the Neo hyte  in speculative or Rosicru- 
cian-in K uenced  masonry. For by  the 
testimony of the  German scholar, Son- 
nenkalb, it was  Fludd  who  presented 
London  Masons with an improved and 
more  arcane Book  of Constitutions at 
the  turn of the  17th  century. 

Despite some historians, whose pens 
are  as loose as  their thinking, all  the 
evidence suggests that Elias Ashmole 
was  already  a Rosicrucian by convic- 
tion, and  very  robably  by affiliation, 
when  he enterei the profession of law 
at twenty-one in 1638. Definite proof 
is lackiri  because so 
many  ear ’i y records of 
the Order in Britain 
were either lost or delib- 
erately filched, during  a 

eriod of dormance, 
m  the London Ma- 

sons’ Hall  where  they 
had been  deposited.  But 
all available evidence 
su gests that Fludd  was 
Asknole’s sponsor for 
membership. 

As a lamer.  Ashmole 

K, 

build, once sabers had been sheathed. 
He fled from  London,  with its fierce 
partisan  feuds  and  its endless 
of soldiers, to his mourned $::% 
native  county of Cheshire.  There,  among 
her kinsmen, he devoted  himself to his 
humane old  books while  Cavalier and 
Puritan battled each  other across Eng- 
lish brook and meadow. 

Economic necessity forced him, at 
lengh, to accept  a  royal  appointment 
as ommissioner of Excise at Lichfield, 
his home town. Here  he began his mem- 
orable association with Oxford Uni- 
versity and  probably  attended the ven- 
erable Rosicrucian lodge. 

The probable  Master of the lodge was sir Georee  Wharton.  a caDtain of the 
Royalist ‘hn 
timate frien 

This is one more of the  many 
articles by this author  which 
have proved  popular with our 
readers.  Mr.  Preece  receives no 
information  from  private  manu- 
scripts of the  Rosicrucian  Order. 
His deep interest in things mys- 
tical  serves  as an incentive for 
his o w n  research in public  rec- 
ords and  literature. 

-EDITOR 

en‘o  ed ‘‘ah &different good practice.” 
d i T e  his legal career  was  beginning, 
he married  a gentle English rl, Elea- 
nor  Mainwarinkwho  passer through 
transition after ee years, leaving her 
grief-stricken husband  a  widower at 
twenty-four. 

Increasingly  after  her passing, he de- 
voted  himself  to  occult studies and 
antiquarian researches. Law was a way 
of making  a living but  a contentious, 
nerve-wracking  way that rubbed Elias 
Ashmole’s sensitive tem  erament  raw. 
As much as he dislike! brawl-ridden 
courtrooms, he also abhorred  military 
battlegrounds  where  maddened  men 
slew and  maimed  each other. When 
the English Civil War came, his per- 
sonal sym athies were  with the Royalist 
party of kng Charles I, fighting to 
maintain  its  regime challenged b the 
Puritan faction of Oliver cromwei. 

But like man other scholars  before 
him, Ashmole toped to preserve the 
sacred  values  on which men  might re- 

and, very hen, an in- 
)f the young  and  zealous 
Ashmole. From the  li s 
of Fludd  and  from g e  
writings of other  learned 
Magi, Elias had  learned 
the philosophical aspects 
of occultism. But  he 
reached  another turn in 
the Karmic  path  when 
Wharton began instruct- 
ing him in its physical 
bases of astronomy and 
alchemy. To broaden 
his knowledge of those 
bases, the earnest dis- 

ciple began the  study of mathematics 
and  physics at Oxford‘s famous Brase- 
nose  College. 

PeneLraLlng lLe Mundane 

Throu  h geome , he visualized the 
structura!  design o ”r the universe 
fied by such  august s bols as 9- t e 
Square  and  Triad. I n   a g b r a ,  with  its 
formula of the unknown  quantity,  he 
saw mirrored the quest for hidden 
truths to be realized through com ari- 
son, analysis, and correct metho a s of 
reasoning.  Physics he recognized as  the 
universe set in motion  by the Creative 
Force of which  all things, from men to 
the  mute pebbles on  the ground,  were 
agents. 

Laboratory  experiments  and class- 
room demonstrations showed Elias Ash- 
mole the exterior manifestations of the 
physical sciences. Private  study  and 
investigation helped him grasp their 
interior  and esoteric meanings. By 
then, the  Puritans  were claiming sover- 
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eignty in England. But  England’s  most 
promising Initiate  had claimed the Keys 
which  unlock the  Sanctuary. 

Yet his  erudite  master,  Fludd,  had 
taught  him  that a  Rosicrucian must 
use his knowledge to ide  others  who 
may be searching for t g t  which lies be- 
yond  the Veil. Therefore,  Elias  was 
soon assisting another noted and hon- 
orable fraternity to  reclaim a treasured 
heritage it had  all  but lost-the Masonic 
fraternity. 

The or anization  had reached its peak 
as a g u i d  of roving artisans, construct- 
ing cathedrals but  cherishing  certain 
re-Catholic theories of the Cosmos, 

%ring the  Middle Ages. Its economic 
base had disappeared with  the  triumph 
of the Protestant Reformation which 
brought a halt to cathedral building. 
Now a dwindling  number of aged - 
erative Masons were trying to ho op d 
their  shaky lodges  together through a 
nostalgic veneration of  tools. 

More progressive  members  could not 
accept  such  a narrow approach. These 
“Free”  or S eculative Masons  believed 
that somewKere, there still existed a 
great body of Teachers prefi red in  the 
ritual  as  the  Ancient  BretEen. Once 
found, these  Sublime Instructors would 
restore  the Lost Word  and  the Lost 
Wisdom.  Being Master Builders, they 
would re-erect  the  Landmarks and pro- 
vide  needed  support for  the  uncertain 
structure of Masonry of the  17th 
century. 

Several reputable scholars sa that 
the Masons identified the  BuilLrs as 
being Elias Ashmole and his circle of 
Rosicrucians. More than one  historian 
echoes the judgment of the distinguished 
craftsman, Eugen  Lennhoff, that  “many 
of the Masonic  symbols point indis- 
putably  to a  Rosicrucian  pansophic 
origin.” 

It was October  15,1646-a few weeks 
after leaving  Oxford-that Elias Ash- 
mole  was initiated  into a  lodge of Free- 
masons at  Warrington  near Liverpool. 
Some writers,  unfamiliar  with  the  fun- 
damental meanings of the Rosy  Cross, 
have  therefore concluded that  he em- 

The braced Masonry  only  to  learn  certain 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~  hermetic m steries which he believed 

it containeb: These  persons have  ar- 
Digest gued that he  thus became  a  Rosicrucian 

1955 
as an accidental result of his Masonic 
affiliation. Others have contended that 
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admission into Freemasonry was  equiv- 
alent  to admission into Rosaecrucia and 
that a lodge of one was exactly identical 
with a  lodge of the other. 

All these viewpoints add up  to con- 
fusion no less  bewildering  because sin- 
cerely expressed.  As we  have seen, Ash- 
mole was  already well-versed in the 
arcane  truths  for  which  the Freemasons 
were seeking. Since the Rosicrucian 
Order never  surrenders its independent 
status, his  first concern on returning to 
London was the erection of a  “house” 
where the Order could function safely 
during  the  grim period of Puritan witch- 
chasin lyin ahead. 

He g u n d  %at  refuge for  truth among 
the Freemasons, who  were  grateful to 
their Rosicrucian  colleagues for the val- 
uable assistance that was  being given 
them in expanding their  then limited 
de ee  system.  During that same event- 
fuyyear of 1646,  Ashmole  organized  a 
lodge of Rosicrucians who held  their 
meetings, safe from Cromwell’s  bigoted 
inquisitors, at Mason’s Hall in London. 
“Solomon’s Temple” the body  was 
called. This  name reflects the arch- 
symbol of Masonry.  But actual1 the 

ou functioned  as a supreme  lo d ge of 8, iritish Rosicrucians who  never re- 
stricted their membershi to Masons. 
Its  members  were all 19 emple adepts 
including, besides  Ashmole-William 
Lilly, the famous astrologer; Thomas 
Wharton,  the eminent  physician;  and 
William Oughtred, the grfted mathema- 
tician. 

Through  the long years of the Puri- 
tan Ascendancy,  those leadin Rosicru- 
cians functioned  unmolestei in the 
Masonic  headquarters-“the  Learned 
society,” as Lennhoff says, sharing a 
roof “with  the  Handicraft society un- 
der whose sure rotection it could  work 
undisturbed.” bhatever  the turmoil 
outside, those  were  genuinely 
years  for the followers of the 
Cross. Equally,  they  were memorable 
ones for  Elias Ashmole,  whose  eyes 
constantly sought new vistas along the 
Karmic  road. 

He worked at alchemy  and, in a few 
short  months,  mastered  botany. He 
studied  high1 secret teachings  under 
William Bac f house in England  and 
Peter  Staehl in Germany. A Jewish 
rabbi  taught  him  Hebrew, since he 
wished to  read  the Kabbalah in the 



original.  Afterwards as his writings re- 
veal, he studied the ancient  Druidic 
manuscripts of Wales in order that  he 
mi ht collate Britain’s native  arcane 
tratition  with  the universal truths of 
the Rose  Croix. 

Wherever Elias Ashmole tanied, 
learned  men  gathered to advance  their 
own knowledge by conversing with  him. 
Thomas  Vaughan, who first translated 
early Rosicrucian  documents into  Ene- 
lish, became his close friend. So did 
John Tradescant,  the noted British bot- 
anist  and bibliophile, who ultimately 
bequeathed to Ashmole his magnificent 
private  museum of  books, rare manu- 
scripts, and scientific specimens. 

In  1649, when he was thirty-two, he 
remarried,  his  bride being a blazing- 
tongued  English  noblewoman, twenty 

ears  his senior. The union  recapitu- 
gated the old story of a sa e  married 
to a shrew, after  he  went to K ive on her 
country estate. Once her son, a titled 
young  thug, swaggered into Ashmole’s 
study  and almost  succeeded in murder- 
ing him. But neither violence nor  his 
wife’s ignorant disdain of his studies 
could restrain England’s  profound Ma- 
gus from  the work to  which he was 
consecrated. 

A few  months  after  the miserable 
match, he edited and published a  tract 
on alchemy by  the brilliant Rosicru- 
cian scientist, Dr.  John Dee.  Accom- 
panying  this edition of  Dee’s essay was 
a tract, dealing with  the  same subject 
and  written  by Ashmole but signed 
with the  anagram of James Hasolle. 

A Museum Beglns 
Meanwhile  industrious  Elias was 

busily engaged in collecting material 
for  one of the most  ambitious proj- 
ects ever  undertaken by a Rosicrucian 
scholar in  any land. Britain’s own sub- 
mer ed occult tradition had  kept haunt- 
ing  I im. National  pride  and the need 
to stren  hen truth  by incorporating the 
old lan %‘ marks  required that tradition 
be revived. 

He sent  out an appeal for British 
arcane  manuscripts and  the response 
was  surprising even to such an mvet- 
erate  antiquary as Elias Ashmole.  Some 
writings “involved in the  obscurity of 
forgotten  thin  s-their leaves  half 
worm-eaten,” t e rescued from “silent 
ruin  and destruction.” Many others 

were lent him by  “worthy  and  intimate 
friends,” easily  identifiable  as Rosicru- 
cians but  who chose “not  to see their 
names in print.” 

Poet as well as editor, Ashmole trans- 
formed each work into f i e  metrical 
verse that reflected his own enius with 
words. For “poetry,” he  deiared, “has 
a life, a pulse, and such a secret energy 
as leaves in  the  mind a far deeper im- 
pression than  what  runs in the slow 
and evenless numbers of prose.” 

Through  two long, laborious years, 
he collected, wrote, and revised. Then 
in 1652 there  appeared that crowning 
masterpiece of hs life-his magnificent 
Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum pre- 
servin the thought of “Our Famous 
Englis! Philosophers Who  Have  Writ- 
ten  The Hermetique  Mysteries in Their 
Owne Ancient Language-” 

Ashmole’s masterpiece  ranks as  the 
greatest occult anthology of its time. 
Considered purely  as  English  literature, 
it compares for  subtlet and  sharp dou- 
ble-ed  ed wit with daucer’s Canter- 
bury %ales though much less known 
and read. 

Illustrations in the book were  drawn 
by Thomas  Vaughan, as Ashmole re- 
cords in his diary. The book consists of 
approximately 500 paees with  the vari- 
ous authors-Rosicruclan and others- 
adapted  by the compiler,  discoursing on 
every  arcane subject from  alchemy  to 
levitation, from  transition  to  reincar- 
nation. 

But e  uall compelling  is  Ashmole’s 
own hialy-ieveloped  thinking as ex- 
pressed in his  pithily-written prologue 
to  the collection. By  implication, he 
shows that  the Rosicrucian Order  as 
such flourished in England  during  the 
reign of Elizabeth. Modern  researchers 
have  long since confirmed this  fact 
which  refutes those  misinformed writ- 
ers who re  ard  the Order as a  vagrant 
offshoot of fiater English  Freemasonry. 

In  guarded  language, Ashmole dis- 
closes that  the mysterious “I. 0.” one 
of the  four  fratres  mentioned in the 
Fama Fraternitatis-was an English- 
man  and a  learned  ph sician. However, 
the  name  representei  by  the cryptic 
initials, he does not  make public. For, 
he states further,  “the wisdom of policy 
of our  Fathers”  was  finding  ways of 

(Continued  on  Page 193) 
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o DATE, registration  for  the 
coming  session of Rose- 
Croix University  is the 
largest it has been for six 
years. If you  come,  too, 
it will be even  better. 
There  are  new elective 

man Relations,”  “Model- 
courses, you  know: “Hu- 

ing ~ and Sculpturing,” and “Egypt’s 
Legacy.” 

Frater Harold Venske of Solvang, 
California, for  many  years instructor 
in general science courses, will have 
charge of the  laboratory course in Ele- 
mentary Alchemy. 

In  case  you’ve forgotten, the dates 
are June 20 to July 9. 

V A V  
Now is the time  for  every English 

or Swedish-speaking  Rosicrucian-spe- 
cially if a  teacher  or s aker-to come 
to the aid of the  Gran 8“ Lod e of Swe- 
den. In August there will & a Rosi- 
crucian  Rally in Sweden. If you are 
in the above classification and  are  plan- 
ning  a vacation in Europe,  couldn’t you 
include Sweden? And couldn’t  you at- 
tend the Rally and  make  a speech? 

To put this more plainly, the  Grand 
Lodge of Sweden thinks  its rally would 
be  benefited by  the presence of contrib- 
uting Rosicrucian  guests from  out of 
the  country-especially if they  are ac- 
customed to expressing their Rosicru- 
cian ideas in public. 

More  information may be  had  by 
addressing a  letter to: Secretary to  the 
Im erator, Rosicrucian Park,  San Jose, 
Calfornia. * * *  

;I ‘he 
Rosicrucians in Nigeria  conducted a 

Rosicrucian one-day Rally in Yaba last year  under 
Digest the sponsorship of Yaba  Cha ter. Ac- 
May cordine to its auarterlv bulretin. en- 
1955 coura&g progriss  has been  made,’both 
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in the spread of Rosicrucianism through- 
out  the  country  and in  the  number of 
members affiliating with the Yaba 
Chapter. * * *  

Late last year Good Hope Chapter of 
Cape Town, South Africa, issued its  first 
bulletin. In it the  then  Deputy  Master, 
Frater 0. H. Chilton, had some en- 
couraging  thoughts  for Neophytes and 
others in  the  matter of psychlc devel- 
opment. He wrote: “It is very probable 
that  their developing  psychic  powers 
are  already functioning  but  the  results 
are,  as  yet,  only  manifesting on the 
subjective plane  and  not  brought  to 
the notice of their objective conscious- 
ness.  Yet, if the student is observant, 
he will notice that events in his  life 
and decisions he makes are increasingly 
to his  advantage and conducive to the 
life of peace and harmonious service 
towards  which he is striving. The fact 
of the  matter being that,  although he is 
not  aware of it,  he is already  living in 
some  small way as would an adept, 
using his psychic  powers to attune w t h  
the Cosmic and thereby  to  gain divine 
direction in his life.” 

U A V  
According to Official Grapevine pub- 

lication of Seaboard Finance Company, 
Frater Michael Bischof was  promoted, 
as of December first last  year,  from 
Assistant Vice-president  to Vice-Presi- 
dent  in  Charge of Operations.  Now 
Frater Bischof will have Kentucky, 
Ohio, West  Virginia, and Michigan un- 
der  his supervision. * * *  

The Jackson County Times of Grand- 
view,  Missouri, in its December 16, 
1954 issue described at some length  the 
automatic  humidifier which has been 
perfected by  Frater Gus Elgin. In tests, 
this  new  humidifier, the report contin- 



ues, has been found to be as trouble- 
free as any modern  automatic  hot-water 
heater.  Formerly  an  instructor in Pratt 
and  Whitney Corporation’s training 
school for  machinists in its  airplane 
motor division in Kansas City  during 
World  War 11, Frater Elgin now o p  
erates  his own shop where  he  plans  to 
manufacture his humidifiers. * * *  

Soror Mayrece  Dilliner was recently 
featured  as  reporter of the  month by 
the  Southern  Union Gas  Company’s 
Southern Union News. Now secretary 
to the District  Manager, Soror Dilliner 
has been with  the company since 1933, 
servin as clerk, cashier, stenographer, 
and  okce manager. In addition, says 
the article  sent  to us by Soror Vera S. 
Thompson of New Mexico, she writes 
verse and collects whatnots. * * *  

Francis Bacon  Lodge of San  Francis- 
co recently held an exhibit of  Soror 
Dorothy Eugenie Revel’s  designs for  a 
Lemunan Ballet. Having studied piano 
and ballet, Soror Revel has turned,  with 
talent,  originality, and enthusiasm, to 
the field of designing. * * *  

Frater  Garth B. Harlan of Anchor- 
age,  Alaska,  was a visitor to the Su- 
preme  Temple in March.  He brought 
an encouraging account of Rosicrucian 
activity in Alaska and especially of the 
Pronaos in Anchorage, which he will 
serve this year as Master. 

In expressin thanks  for  her  Natal 
Day  Greeting i!om the Im erator, Sor- 
or Eva  von Schrowe of Fin P and writes: 
“This morning we have had  for  a  short 
hour  Sunshine  (a  rare  thing,  makin 
everybody happy!) and  all of a s u f  
den,  what  a snowstorm! So is Life. . . . 
But a  Finnish proverb sa s: ‘Behind the 
clouds the heaven is bLe.’ ” Isn’t it 
good to know where  that  sunshine was 
the hour you  missed it? And isn’t it 

ood to hear how much Soror von 
8chrowe enjoyed it? 

* * *  

* * *  
Perhaps it shouldn’t  be mentioned 

but right here  in California there is a 
soror who wants to cut down sock-darn- 
ing time! And  we  thought  only bach- 
elors and those who couldn‘t thread 
needles  would  be interested. Since there 

may be others, not  quite so courageous 
as Somr Bawden, who  may wish the 
information,  we shall say, write to 
Science News Letter, 1719 N Street, 
N.W., Washington 6, D.C. and ask for 
Gadget Bulletin # 71 I. There you will 
find out about Darn-Easy.  Please send 
no  mendin  to  this  department,  for 
we’ve alrea ! y  sent  ours along to Soror 
Bawden for practice. 

Frater  Samuel A. Mason of Geor 
writes  a word of appreciation  which P e 
wants passed along  to  all members. It 
concerns the Forum. L4You have been 
most  helpful,” he writes  to the  Forum, 
“in directing my thoughts to the  hidden 
meanings of our work. Therefore, I 
am  writing this letter to show my ap- 
preciation and  thanks. I regret  very 
much  that I didn‘t receive the Forum 
sooner; it would have sim lified my 
study of the monographs. $lease en- 
courage every  new  member to subscribe 
as quickly as possible. The monographs 
are new  again  and I must  read  them 
over to get all of the new meanings, 
thanks  to  the Forum.” 

V A V  
Last October, this  de artment  shared 

with  its  readers  a megod for  finding 
the  day of the week on which one was 
born. Some wrote to say  that  the  meth- 
od was satisfactory;  others  to  point  out 
that it would not work. A few ex- 
pressed themselves as being wholly un- 
mterested in anything  about themselves 
that happened so long a 0. And,  hap- 

ciy:an Wilson of Oregon; and  Ethel 
Howard  Brady o f  Connecticut; 

Saunders of Ontario, Canada, made 
some modifications in  the system. 

Now, unha  pay, it seems  we’re not 
goin to neei such s ecial calendars 
mucE longer. The Wor P d  Calendar  (see 
April Digest) comes up for considera- 
tion in  United  Nations Assembly this 
month. With  its adoption-not at all 
certain, of course-a  uniform  calendar 
will be established. We’re  going to keep 
all  the corres ondence on  file, though, 
just in case. f f  by 1965 there are still 
doubts in  your minds  as to the exact 
day of the week your  family  reunion 
took place in  the  summer of ’58, write 
us and we’ll refer the  matter to our 
experts. 

V A V  

* * *  
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By BEN FINGER, JR. 

KE medieval  Golden  Age 
in Mohammedan S am 
produced  benevo P e n t  
statesmanship,  exalted 
poetry,  profound philoso- 
phy, and searchmg sci- 
ence. The Jewish  people 
were respected there, and 
S ain became the intel- 

lectual  center o P all  Jewry. 
In  the eleventh century, a Cabalistic 

Spanish  Jew  named Solomon ibn  Gebirol 
synthesized in his poetry and philoso- 
hy  the Hebraic-Arabic-Hellenic  wis- 

:om, He studied Socrates, Plato, Aris- 
totle, the Arabic  philosophers, and  the 

eat Jewish thinkers. He was ins  ired 
the uplifting message of a Molam- 

medan esoteric order, the Brethren of 
Punty. His  vibrant religious and  secular 
poems, of rare depth and lyrical  quali- 
ty, . lifted neo-Hebraic 
zenith. The medieval il foetry uminate to phi- its 
losophized without theolo  ‘cal bias. He 
saw God as the  universapPersonality- 
Principle, rather  than a  being with 
human weaknesses.  “Man’s fnend is 
his reasqn,” said this genius “and ig- 
norance 1s man’s  enemy.” 

Gebirol’s  teachings gradually kindled 
a new illumination  among the Jews, 
and first introduced  Greco-Arabic phi- 
losophy to the medieval Christian Scho- 
lastics. Duns Scotus nurtured  his  mind 
on Gebirol’s  pa  es. The living  thoughts 
of the bold anf solitary Jevvlsh genius 
stimulated Ro er Bacon and Giordano 
Bruno, markefly affecting the Renais- 
sance  awakening. The 19th-century 
German scientist Humboldt admired 
Gebirol as  one  who shone alike in sci- 
ence,  poetry, and philoso hy. We of 
this  current age of techno P ogy, who so 
often  mistake instruments  for ends and 
enter  into  our experience with  only a 

The segment of the self, have a special need R ~ ~ ~ ~ , . ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  for Gebirol’s  ever-timely  message. He 
arouses that  sympathy  with  all  life 
which permits us to grticipate  in  the 

1955 Solomon ibn Gebirol was born at 
May perfect Universal Sel ood! 
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Malaga, and was  early  orphaned  and 
left  without means.  “Grieved am I,” he 
lamented,  “without  mother  or  father, 
inexperienced, lonely, and poor. I am 
alone, without a brother and without 
friends,  save my own thoughts.” At 
an age when  other  children  were  play- 
ing games, this precocious  youngster 
was  meditating  and  writing poems, 
Heinrich  Graetz tells us, in his  superb 
History of the  Jews: ‘‘Poetv  and a 
faith  resting  upon a  philosophical basis 
seem, like two angels, to  have shadowed 
him  with  their wings, and to have  saved 
him  from des air.” 

Yekutiel ign Hassan, the Jewish 
vizier of the King of Saragossa,  took 
this natural genius under his  wing and 
served as his  patron and protector. This 
beautiful  friendshi  brightened Gebi- 
rol’s  whole outloog The vizier gave 
him access to  his splendid library,  and 
the promising lad steeped his mind in 
the writings of the Greek and  the  Ara- 
bian philo.sophers. He leaned  more to 
Neop atomsm than to the Aristotelian 
philosophy, but  he achieved an unusual 
synthesis of the intuitive and  the  intel- 
lectual. “One  discerns  a spirit that 
strives to  soar  high and  to  attain  the 
loftiest state of mental develo  ment,” 
notes Dr. B. Halper in Post-Biblk He- 
brew  Literature. 

When Gebirol  reached ei hteen  years, 
his songs had  taken  on a 8 a  py note. 
Then, unexpectedly, he lost {IS friend 
and benefactor. This  event robbed him 
of gladness. Where could he look for 
abiding  certain ? The  young oet was 
melancholy an (”r confused, but P rom the 
rabbis and  the philosophers he had 
heard of a Life over which decay has 
no dominion. He resolved to seek di- 
rect  communion  with God, until under- 
standing should earn  him such  peace 
as is attainable in this  mortal life. Usu- 
ally it is through  suffering that  men 
come to God.  Gebirol said in  prayerful 
meditation:  “Heavenly and  earthly 
creatures  bear witness that  they decay, 
and  that Thou alone  dost endure. . . . 



The measureless  heavens are too small 
to contain  Thee. . . . In the flood of 
Thy love I have rapture eternal.” 

Gebirol  pressed against  the  narrow 
confines of human finitude. Forever 
goaded forward by a  divine discontent, 
“the  Faust of Saragossa” applied his 
higher vision to  life  through  dedication 
to noble causes which resolved  life’s 
discords into  harmony. He committed 
himself  to a  career of candid  inquiry, 
and  educational and reforming service. 
Self-righteous snobs ran  him out of 
town. 

This  ardent  truth-seeker  wandered 
about in Spain,  misfortune  everywhere 
dogging his heels. “0 that  the fools 
would  receive!” he exclaimed with feel- 
ing,  “They  count  the knowledge of God 
as witchcraft  and sorcery.” 

But the Cabalist of Spain,  like the 
Wayshower of Nazareth,  never  an- 
swered enmity  with hatred. “He  who 
soweth hatred soweth regret. How shall 
one answer an enemy? By increasing 
one’s own good qualities.” 

Samuel ibn Nagrela, that  tutelary 
genius of the Spanish Jews, helped Geb- 
i d ,  and the patronage of this powerful 
prince  enabled the  rare penius to ex- 
pand  and  systematize h u  study  and 
expression.  Gebirol sang  with sincerity: 

How shall I forsake  wisdom? 
I have  made a couellcuLt with 

White life is mine, m y  spirit 

Unto her heavenly heights. 
I will not rest until I find her 

her. . . . 
shall  aspire 

source. 
Gebirol long  meditated u n the  In- 

fiiite source, the on  ‘n  an  nature of 
the soul, and  the  hig est aim of man. 
At last he  brought  the  fruits of his pro- 
found  inqui  into an organized  system. 
Gebirol woxed out his metaphysical 
system  with critical reasoning as well 
as with deep intuitive insight in the 
Fountain of Life. This advanced phi- 
losopher pioneered the modern  approach 
to s eculative hilosophy, inde  endent 
of tgeological ti ogmas. Not  a kblical 
verse nor a  Talmudic  dictum is quoted 
therein. Gebirol wrote this masterpiece 
in  the Arabic  language. The title gives 
us the visual image of water flowing 
steadily from an inexhaustible fountain, 
even as all existence has  emanated from 

Ei: tl” 

the  Divine source. All creatures be- 
long to one  Supreme  Unity. 

In  an original way, Gebirol  develops 
the  Neoplatonic thesis that  the  First 
Essence emanates into constantly  low- 
ering circles, and  the universe  is the 
process of a  gradually descendin series 
of existences. He teaches us t fa t  all 
knowledge is  embraced in  Matter  and 
Form, the Divine Will  or Word (com- 
pare Philo’s Logos), and  the  First Es- 
sence. His  system  has  a  more  pan- 
theistic tone than his co-religionists 
could accept in his day,  but It does 
present the Cosmic  process  as the  pur- 
poseful and  meaningful activity of a 
supreme Personality-Principle. 

We  are told that  the  Prime  Spiritual 
Matter emerges  from the essence of 
God, and  pervades all existence in vari- 
ous gradations as the  underlying sub- 
stance. The  further  Matter extends 
from  its Source, the  more corporeal it 
becomes. The  Form comes from above, 
and  the  material  substratum receives it 
from below. Gebirol does not  use 
“Form” in  the modern sense to  mean 
mere outline in space, but  with  Plato 
and Aristotle he is thinking of that  pat- 
tern element  which  stands for the spir- 
itual sustenance of creation. Potentiality 
is Form  without  Matter. 

At one  end of the graded  universe  is 
God, at  the other  the  corporeal  world. 
Intermediate  between these extremes 
are  the s iritual substances: Intelli- 
ence, Souy, and Nature. Body  needs 8, noncorporeal  agency of Nature to 

compose its  parts  and hold them togeth- 
er. Body needs the noncorporeal  agency 
of Soul to cause the characteristic func- 
tions of life, such as growth,  nourish- 
ment, reproduction,  sense-perception, 
local motion,  thought,  reasoning,  and 
reflection. And finally, Gebirol tells us 
(anticipating  our  current knowledge of 
extrasensory  perception) that  man  en- 
oys access to the  Intelli ence which 

f a s  for  its essence all t f; e forms of 
existence. 

The Intelligence is  not just somethin 
within  the  cranium,  but  a  noncorporea 1 
universal  reality.  Thanks to it, Gebirol 
writes, the  mind  can  attain immediate 
intuitive insight, “without effort, and 
without any other  cause except its own 
essence, because it is full of intelli- 

Knowledge is possession of the 
orms of things known; the Intelligence 
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has all knowledge  because it contains 
all forms. Man of us have experienced 
the sudden nasi of mystical  intuition, 
so much  ater  than the plodding 
processes oKscursive reason. 

Gebirol spoke of the vital, rational, 
and intellectual souls (higher  princi- 
ples) which  normally  function in uni- 
son. The  function of the vital soul is 
the sense-perception of gross bodies of 
corporeal Matter in time  and space. 
The rational soul partially  surmounts 
spatio-temporal limitations to perceive 
some of the subtle intelli ‘ble forms and 
movements in intelligi l? le substances. 
The  unlimited intellectual soul, through 
its own substance, perceives all forms 
in intelligible substances. 

This  initiate of the  Middle Ages saw 
the whole  Corporeal  world floating in 
Spiritual Substance like  a  little boat in 
the Boundless  Ocean, and  he knew Prin- 
ciple to be the womb of fact. He gives 
us the following  occult technique, in 
Fountain of Life  

If you wish to form a  concept of the spiritual 
substances, you must raise your intellect to  the 
last intelligible, you must purify it from all 
sordid sensibility, free it from the captivity of 
manifest  nature,  and ap  roach with  the force 
of your intelligence to t i e  last l i t  of intel- 

comprehend. . . . ligible substance  that it is possible  for  you to 

Then you will embrace the whole corporeal 
world in your being,  and  place it in one  corner 
of your  soul. When you have done this you 
will understand  the  insignificance of the sensi- 

intelligible.  Then the  spirituarsubstances will 
ble in comparison with the eatness of the 

be  before  your  eyes,  comprehending you and 
superior  to  you,  and you will  see your own 
bemg as  though  you  were  those  substances. 

Gebirol pronounces it the  ultimate 
goal of human  life  for  the soul to unite 
with  the  upper  realm  to  which it really 
belongs, to rise to a  higher  level of 
awareness and being. We should not 
let the  data of the physical senses in- 
sulate us from  the spiritual vision, but 
rather we  should employ  this  informa- 
tion  as  a  means of recalling the  hi  her 
knowledge of our  mature spiritua k es- 
tate. Our hi hest good is to know things 
as they  rea !f ly are, and  to  live  by  the 

The best we know. 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  Gebirol became famous  among the 

tically ignored hls heterodox Fountain 
Jews as a synagogal  poet, but  they prac- 

1955 poet-philosopher settled in  Vaencia. 
May of Life. After  many  wanderin s, the 
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He was still a  young  man  when  he 
left this  earth1 scene. It is said that 
an envious Ara i poet murdered him. 

About 1150, the  Christians  translated 
Gebirol’s philosophic masterpiece into 
the accessible langua  e of Latin, as 
Fom  Vitae. This  traniation was set in 
motion b  Raymond, Archbishop of To- 
ledo, a n i  the work was  done  by Do- 
minicus Gundissalinus, Archdeacon of 
Segovia. The translation  found  many 
readers,  played  a big part in the dis- 
putations of the schools, and influenced 
the Christian Scholastics to interpret 
their religion hiloso hically. D u n s  
Scotus  respecter? its  pklosophic doc- 
trines  more than did Thomas Aquinas, 
but both were affected by those  doc- 
trines. Gebirol’s heretical views found 
their  way  into Jewish religious philoso- 
hy through  Christian Scholasticism. 

Eut  the  name of Gebirol (“Aben Geb- 
rol”) was corrupted  into “Avencebrol” 
and “Avicebron,” and for  centuries no 
one had  the  least idea who “Avicebron” 
was. 

In 1819, Amable  Jourdain pronounced 
it necessary to learn more  about “Avice- 
bron’s’’ Fom  Vitae for an  understand- 
ing of the Scholastics. In  1845, the 
French  historian Salomon Munk found 
Falaquera’s much-abbreviated e itome 
of Gebirol’s  philoso hy (prepareg  after 
Gebirol’s time,  and fong  unknown). On 
comparing the doctrines of this epitome 
with  the views of “Avicebron,” Munk 
discovered that the  mysterious  author 
of Fountain of Life was none  other  than 
Solomon ibn Gebirol. 

The golden  wisdom of Gebirol, which 
he so exhaustively expounds in his 
strictly philosophical Fountain of Life, 
is presented w t h  beautiful poetic skill 
in his famous Hymn of The Royal 
Crown. His philosophy seemed danger- 
ously heretical in its prose expression, 
but  the  appealing  hymn  has been incor- 
porated in  the Sephardic ritual for the 
eve of the Jewish Day of Atonement. 
If mankind ever rises to a  universal 
religion, Gebirol will be counted as one 
of its pioneers. It is fitting  to conclude 
with  a symbolically meaningful seleu 
tion  from Hymn of The Royal Crown 
(Israel Zangwill’s translation) : 
Thou art wise. And wisdom is the fount 
of life and from  Thee it welleth. . . . 



T h  hast exalted above the  ninth 
sphere the  sphere of intelligence. 

I t  is the  Temple confronting 

I t  is  the Sphere  transcending 
height, 

To which  conception cannot 
reach, 

And  there stands the  veiled 
palanquin of Thy  glory. 

us.... 

V A  

From the silver of Truth hast 
Thou cast it, 

And of the gold of Reason  hast 
Thou  wrought  its  arms, 

And on a pillar of Righteous- 
ness  set its cushions, 

And  from Thy power is its 
existence, 

And  from and  toward Thee  its 
yearning. 

(Continued frt 
both how “to teach” and how “to con- 
ceal.” 

Ashmole  does tell us, however, who 
some of Britain’s early  Fathers  and 
Teachers  were.  The  first of these for- 
gotten Ade ts, he declares, “were  the 
famous  an$ mysterious Druids  that 
were Priests, Diviners, and  Wise  Men. . . . Next,” he says, came  “the Bards 
who celebrated the Illustrious Deeds of 
famous  men,  which they ingeniously 
disposed in heroic verse, and  sung  them 
to  the sweet  melody of the  harp.” 

The Druidic-Bardic tradition itself he 
dates back to two learned  Lbkings of the 
Celts” who ruled over Britain,  more 
than 2,000 years before the Christian 
or neeRoman era. T h i s  reference con- 
firms the existence of a eat Celtic 
civilization which flourishe&uring an- 
tiquity in  the British Isles. 

To a Celtic-influenced De Occultia 
Philosophia, or Occult Philosophy, of 
St. Dunstan, Ashmole traces the larger 
art of his own formulations. This book, 

ge says, one “E. G. A. made  much use 
of.” E. G.  A. is clearly Elias Ashmole 
with  a “G” added for disguise. Dun- 
s t a n ,  educated by  Irish monks of the 
Druidic Culdees,  was not  only an Eng- 
lish Christian archbishop, but,  as his 
secret and almost unobtainable  writings 
imply,  he  was also the head of the 
Christianized Druids  who flourished in 
Britain during  the  10th century. 

Foar Stones 

Four Stones,  Ashmole asserts, con- 
stitute the foundation of Sacred Arcana. 

Dm Page 187) 
First is the Mineral Stone the powers of 
which embody what we know today of 
nuclear displacement, enabling us to 
change  one element   into another. 
Through this stone, says the  author, 
we  can  transmit  “any  imperfect  matter 
into its utmost degree of perfection,” 
thereby  converting  “the basest of metals 
into perfect gold and silver-” 

The Vegetable Stone comes second; 
it si ifies growth and development in 
all living  things of Nature.  Next fol- 
lows the Magic or Prospective Stone 

we  moderns would deFme as im- 
bolizing the psychic henomena 

a  ‘nation,  intuition, precognition, and 
d?e athy. 

$!ally comes the Angelic or Su r e m  
Stone which St. Dunstan cal le l  “the 
Food of Angels”  because it stands for 
all-inclusive Wisdom and  the  immor- 
tality of the  human soul. The  Tree of 
Life, mentioned in Genesis, is one of 
its archetypes. And since it manifests 
the indestructibility of truth,  Yt will 
lodge in  the fire of eternity”  without 
ever being dissolved or changed. 

Thus spoke one of the elect Rosicru- 
cian Magi. Many more rare  manu- 
scripts  remained  in  Frater Elias’ pos- 
session after the publication of Theat- 
rum  Chemicum. These he  had  intended 
to  adapt  in even more books the  totali 
of whch would have comprised a ric x 
and  monumental  heritage of Anglo- 
Celtic arcana. 

Unfortunately  only one more esoteric 
work appeared from his fluent pen- 
his treatise on The Philosopher‘s Stone, 
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published in 1658. And  now  once  more 
the  turbulent politics of England over- 
shadowed his hfe. 

When  the  Stuart Restoration  came in 
1660,  King Charles I1 remembered Elias 
Ashmole’s unswerving  loyalty to the 
Royal  house and showered him with 
honors. He was assigned as work quar- 
ters the spacious apartment  once oc- 
cupied by King Henry VIII. Several 
major posts were  conferred  upon  him. 
The most im ortant of these  was the 
office  of Winzor Herald, or  the official 
historian of the great order of chivalry 
known as the Knights of the  Garter. 

Twelve  years  after this a  pointment, 
Ashmole  published one o f  the  great 
classics of heraldry, The Institution, 
Laws and Ceremonies of the Order of 
the Garter. The book set a  standard for 
heraldic documentation  and  interpreta- 
tion which writers on  such subjects have 
followed ever since. It brought the 
author wide acclaim  not only in his 
native  land but  in  every  country of 
Europe. 

At  that time, Elias Ashmole was fifty- 
five. He could  look  back on a  career 
that  had been  wei hted with accom- 
plishment. He had klfilled  that dedica- 
tion to truth which  had bound him  at 
birth.  And even if his hair  were  gray, 
the  years behind  had  been golden. 

He had  no  need to wo about  mon- 
ey; the King  had  grante 7 him  an  an- 
nual pension of four  hundred  pounds 
($2,00O)-a larger s u m  for  those days. 
Manta1 happiness  had come to  him 
finally  when, in middle-age, he wed 
Elizabeth  Dugdale,  daughter of his 
friend  and fellow-herald, Sir William 
Dugdale.  He was a respected member 
of England’s greatest scientific organi- 
zation-the  Royal  Society-which the 

Adepts of the Rosy  Cross had been in- 
strumental in founding. He ranked as 
one of England‘s leading Masons and 
one of Europe’s outstanding Rosicrucian 
thinkers. 

So appropriately he devoted the last 
two decades of his long  mortal s an to 
providing  memorials  which wou?d in- 
sure Britain an everlasting Rosicrucian 
legacy of learning. 

Assisted by his friend  and  frater, Sir 
George Wharton,  he  catalogued  the sci- 
entific objects that  he  had received from 
Tradescant. The whole collection he 
presented to Oxford University whose 
officials  housed them in a  fine  new 
building  a  propriately  named the Ash- 
molean d s e u m .  It was the first mu- 
seum of natural history in Britain and 
continued in existence for  almost two 
centuries. Here biologists of the  19th 
century  came  to  study  mounted  animal 
s ecimens  while they  were develo ing 
tEe theory of evolution which  was gter  
perfected by Charles  Darwin. 

Ashmole’s immense  personal collec- 
tion of books and  manuscripts was  do- 
nated to the famous Bodleian Library 
of Oxford. They should be  consulted 
toda for an authoritative  and long- 
nee&d histo of the Rosicrucian  Order 
in Britain. addition, excerpts from 
the Theatrum Chemicum should be 
published in modern spelling, together 
with portions of Ashmole’s diary  and a 
fitting  introduction by some  contempo- 
rary mystical scholar. 

These efforts  would be deserved  com- 
memorations of Elias Ashmole  who  de- 
parted to his next  plane of unfoldment 
on May 18, 1692, lust five days before 
his seventy-fifth birthday.  We of this 
aeon  can be proud to  raise  higher  the 
Stones he set  In place for us. 

A BOOK FOR CHILDREN 
BEGINNINGS OF LIFE AND DEATH, by Sophia L. Fahs  and Dorothy T. Spoerl. 
Full of unusual  and little-known stories on Creation,  and which answer the question, 
“Why do things die?” They are taken from ancient Egypt, various American Indian 

The tribes, African  aborigines-and from the pages of  modern  science,  too. 

Rosicrucian This book will hold attention as only true  narration  can,  and particularly that of 
Digest readers  from nine to eleven years of age. Nonsectarian. Price $2.75 (19/8 sterling) 

1955 
May per copy,  postpaid. 
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Why Do Roosters Crow? 
By DR. H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C. 

(From the Rosicruciun Digest, July 1938) 

articles of our late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, we adopted the editorial policy of 
Since thousands of readers of the Rosicruciun Digest have  not  read many of the earlier 

publishing  each month one of his outstanding articles, so that his thoughts  would  continue 
to  reside within the pages of this  publication. 

AERE has  alwa s been 
some  scientific diebate in 
regard to this subject, 
and  there  are those who 
argue  that it is purely  a 
matter of the reaction of 
light upon the eyes of the 
rooster that makes him 
crow at sunrise. Attempts 

have been made to have  a brilliant 
light  suddenly come into  the midst of 
a  dark  henhouse at  night to see whether 
the rooster would  crow. In  some  cases 
the rooster has responded to  the light 
and  attempted to crow  as at sunrise, 
but  has  made  a  miserable  failure of the 
response. Anyone  who is familiar  with 
the  real  crowing of a rooster knows that 
when  he crows at  full noon, lantern 
light, or electric light, it is  a poor simu- 
lation  and there is something lacking. 

That wonderful play called Chanti- 
cleer, in which  Maude Adams distin- 

g a t  whereas the gay old  rooster thoueht 
ished herself as an actress, showed 

he  caused the  sun to rise in the morning 
by crowing, he discovered to his great 
disappointment  and blow to his vanity, 
that one  morning  when  he overslept 
the  sun rose without his crowing, and 
from  then on he was a vanquished  and 
dethroned  king of the  barnyard, losing 
all  the respect and  admiration that  he 
had  gained  from his companions. And, 

of course, there  are people in the world 
today  who think that not  only does the 
sun  rise  at  their beckoning, but  that it 
also  sets at  their beckoning; and  they 
really  think  that  they help to keep the 
world going around. Some day  they 
will have the sad and bitter realization 
and disa pointment that  the rooster had 
in the p P ay. 

But the  real  truth in the  matter  is 
that  the rooster's sensitive psychic fac- 
ulties are acted  upon  by  the  magnetic 
effects of the  rising  sun,  and these mag- 
netic effects  do not depend upon the 
gloriously brilliant  rays of the sun as 
it rises upon  the horizon. In  many 
radio  and electrical ex eriments  and 
magnetic tests that we K ave  made in 
our laboratories, and  made  on tri s at 
sea, and in the desert, we have P ound 
that  there is a  magnetic effect that 
comes into  the atmosphere  and  into the 
earth in the immediate district of the 
rising  sun before the  sun is even visible 
above the horizon  or before the  sun has 
actually  tinted  much of the sky with a 
glow. So intense are these magnetic 
effects  at sunrise, and  again at sunset, 
that students of seismology, or the sci- 
entific study of the cause of earthquakes, 
have  noted that a ma'ority-a vast 
majority- of earthqua I es occur at 
times just preceding sunrise, or ac- 
tually  at sunrise, or just at or after 
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sunset. Another  great period for  earth- 
uakes is at midnight or midnoon, but 

%e  effects are less frequent at those 
times, We also know that radio recep 
tion  from long distances, or  from  IS- 
tances where good reception is not 
usually ossible, is greatl  improved 
and muc! stronger  just begre sunrise, 
during  the rising of the sun, or  just at 
the setting of the sun. We know from 
these and  man  other  experiments that 
these periods  Kave a  magnetic effect 
upon conditions surrounding the earth, 
and  on all  living  things  including  plant 
and  animal life. 

Now the rooster is peculiarly con- 
structed in  regard to psychic sensitivity 
in certain ways. Other tests have been 
made,  and I m self have conducted ex- 
periments  to s K ow that  the rooster, as 
well as  some other  animals such as cats 
and dogs, is very susceptible to  mental, 
psychic, and  other influences of an in- 
tangible  nature. And so we  believe, and 
our experiments have  quite convinced 
us, that  the rooster  crows  because of a 

sychic reaction in his psychic centers 
Zue to the influence o the  magnetic 
radiations of the sun that is about to 
appear  on  the horizon. We doubt that 
the rooster knows that his crowing is 
associated with  the  risin  sun, except 
that  the coming of the  ligh makes him 
feel that it is  time  to be up  and exerting 
himself. I believe that  that is  all he 
senses or realizes when an artificial 
light arouses him from  relaxation  and 
possible sleep, and  that on such occa- 
sions he  attempts  what he t h i n k s  is his 

duty  or  the  natural  thing to  do. That 
is why his crowing ap ars to be arti- 
ficial and  entirely d e  his natural 
crowing at sunrise. 

Now all  this gives us something to 
think about. It only goes to show that 
we are affected by  intangible influences 
of the Cosmic or, shall we say, astral 
nature, at  many different times of the 
day, week and year, and  that  our  ner- 
vous and psychic reactions, and even 
our physical reactions, are ve often 
motivated by these invisible inTuences 
which  have  not been tangibly  analyzed 
and revealed in our  materialistic edu- 
cation. 

But there are opportunities  for  men 
and women to so attune themselves at 
any  hour of the  day  or  night  with Cos- 
mic influences or Cosmic  Consciousness 
which will cause them  to feel a surge 
of incoming influence that will arouse 
them,  inspire  and  awaken them, to  re- 
actions that will help in many ways in 
life. Many individuals  throughout the 
world today  are ven to crowing about 
the things they I$, but  a real  mystic is 
more concerned with  what  he does than 
in crowing about it. He should have 
the Cosmic, magnetic urGe surging 
throu  h  him  and  arousing hun at more 
periofs than just  sunrise or sunset. The 
possibilities lie  within his own being, 
and  the methods are before him to un- 
derstand  and  ap  ly.  This constitutes 
one of the great  genefits derived from 
the  study of Cosmic laws  and God's 
great  plan  for His living images  on this 
earth. 

LONDON ROSICRUCIAN RALLY 
A TWO-day  Rally of Rosicrucians in Great  Britain, sponsored by  the Francis  Bacon 

Chapter,  London, will be held at: 
HOLBORN HALL 

GRAY'S INN ROAD 
LONDON, W. C. I. 

On Saturday, July 9, and Sunday, July 10, 1955 
Commencing  at 9:OO a.m. 

and  lecturer,  Frater J. LA BUSCHAGNE, films, forums, demonstrations,  pray,  dinner, 
The  many interesting  items  include:  an address by AMORCs official re resentative 

dance,  and  convocation, 
Here is an opportunity  to meet those of like  thought and to  enjoy many delightful 

in good standing with the Grand  Lodge of the A.M. 0. R. C. are 
Inquiries and  applications for programmes  should  be  made  to  the . R. E. Daniels, 59 Edith  Grove,  Chelsea,  London, S. W. 10. 
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- The Plan of Your Life - 

SELF MASTERY AND FATE 
WITH THE CYCLES OF LIFE 

H ERE is a  practical  method  to  map  the  course 
of your life-hour  by hour,  day  by  day. No 

guesswork of indications, no  fantasm. A simple, 
startling,  surprising  survey,  sanely  stating  the mar. 
velous  mystical  manifestations of the cycles of life, 
which  enables  every  man  or  woman  easily  to  learn 
more  about  the  fortunate  and  unfortunate  periods 
in each  day.  Here is an  opportunity  to be prepared 
for all  the  strange Occurrences  which perplex  every 
human  being.  This book, Self Mastery  and  Fate, 
contains  a  system  which  time  has  shown  has no 
equal  in  any  form of astrology,  numerology,  or 
character  reading. 

It Has a Thousand  Uses 
For  parents  to  guide  their  children,  for  the  house. 

wife,  the business  employee,  the  man or woman  just 
starting  his or her  own business, the  heads of big 
corporations,  this book  will be a  guide  for  health, 
education,  finance, social  affairs, and  character de 
velopment.  Learn  the  periods  in  weeks  and  months 

when  certain  physical  ailments  may  manifest  in 
your  body. 

A Daily Guide 
This  is  not  a book to be read  through  once  or 

twice  and  then  placed  on  the  library  shelf. You 
and  each  member of your  family will be able to  map 
out  the  charts Qf your life  every  week,  every  day 
in  fact.  The  charts will  be  like  maps of a  voyage on 
the sea of life  showing  just  what  can be expected 
each  week  and  month.  The  use of the book and  its 
information  has  been  made simple-without  mathe, 
matics or  consultation of any  other book or ale 
manac. The book  includes  easilyzunderstood  dia- 
grams  and  tables. It is well  printed  and  bound. 
The first edition  sold out  in  one  month.  The  four, 
teenth  edition,  now  available,  has  a  complete  index. 

SPECIAL PRICE ................................. $2.60 
(18/7 sterling) 

This price includes mailing to you. 

ROSICRUCIAN  SUPPLY  BUREAU 0:. San Jose, California 



THE P U R P O S E  OF 
T H E  R O S I C R U C I A N   O R D E R  
and women  devoted  to  the investigation, study,  and  practical application of natural and  spiritual 

The  Rosicrucian  Order, existing  in  all civilized lands,  is a nonsectarian  fraternal body OP men 

laws  The  purpose of the  organization  is  to  enable  all  to  live  in  harmony  with  the  creative,  con- 
structive Cosmic forces  for  the  attainment of health,  happiness,  and  peace.  The  Order  is  inter- 
nationally  known  as “AMORC” (an  abbreviation),  and  the A.M.O.R.C. in  America  and  all  other 
lands  constitutes  the  only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one  body.  The A.M.O.R.C. does 
not  sell  its  teachings.  It gives  them  freely  to  affiliated  members  together  with  many  other  benetits. 
For complete  information  about  the  beneflts and  advantages of  Rosicrucian  association  write a 
letter  to  the  address below, and  ask  for  the  free book The  Mastery of Life.  Address  Scribe 
S. P. C., in  care of 
AMORC TEMPLE Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose,  California, U.S.A. (Cable  Address: “AMORCO”) 

Supreme  Executive for the  International  Jurisdiction of North  Central,  and  South America British 
Commonwealth  and Empire.  France,  Switzerland,  and Africa: h p h  31. Lewis. F. R. C.-Ihperator 

D I R E C T O R Y  
AMERICAN LODGES,  CHAPTERS, AND PRONAOI O F  THE  A.M.  O.R. C. 

national  Directory  listlng  Lod  es.  Chapters. and  Pronao1,in  other  countries  will  appear In the  next  issue of 
The  following  are  chartered  Rosicrucian Lodges,  Chapters,  and  Pronaoi  in  the  United  States.  The  Inter- 

the  Rosicrucian  Uigest.  The  imerican  and the  Internatlonal  dlrectorles  alternate  monthly. 
ALASKA 

Anchorage: 
Anchorage  Pronaos. G.  B. Harlan,  Master, P. 0. 
Box 1081. 

Phoenix: 
Phoenix  Chapter, 1738 W. Van Buren  St.  Cassie 
M. Potirala,  Master,  P. 0 Box 5272. 

ARIZONA 

Tucson: 
Dr.  Charles  L.  Tomlin  Chapter,  Knights of Pyth- 
ias  Hall.  Albert W. Prince,  Master,  R.  D. 3. 
Box 501. 

CALIFORNIA 
Fresno: 
Jacob  Boehme  Chapter,  Ponderosa  Masonic  Tem- 
ple 11 San  Pablo Ave. Roy F. Morgan,  Master, 
1938 W. Olive Ave. 
Long  Beach:* 
Abdiel  Lodge, 2455 Atlantic Ave. Aleck  W.  Ed- 
wards.  Master. 947 Pine Ave. 
Los AnKeles:’ 
Hermes  Lodge 148 N  Gramercy P I  Tel.  Holly- 
wood 5-1230. john  H: Hill, Master,”3517 Madera 
A”e ”. -. 
Oakland:’ 
Oakland  Lodge 263 12th  St.  Albert A. Fink, 

Pasadena:’ 
Master, 134 Moritecito Cr.,  Walnut  Creek 

Akhnaton  Lodge, 20 N. Raymond Ave. Herbert 
A. Thomas,  Master, 634 Russell Dr , Glendale. 
Sacramento: 
Clement  B.  Le  Brun  Chapter, I. 0. 0. F. Bldg. 
Dinshaw S. Gharda,  Master, 1419 P St. 
Sah Diego: 
San  Die o Cha ter, 4567 30th St.  Glenn H. Berg, 
Master, %t. 2, 8 o x  912, Riverview  Ave.,  Lakeside, 
Calif. 
San  Francisco :* 
Francis Bacon  Lodge 1957 Chestnut  St.,  Tel. 
WEst 1-4778. Beulah’ E. France,  Master, 1814 
Rush B L t i  Cruz : 
Santa  Cruz  Pronaos.  E. J. Walters,  Master, 
P. 0. Box 705, Sosuel,  Calif. 
Santa  Rosa: 

643 Shortt  Rd. 
Santa  Rosa  Pronaos. Ann C. Laugier,  Master, 

Stockton: 
Stockton  Chapter, 1345 N. Madison St.  John 
Fraga,  Master, 746 Wright Ave. 
Van Nuys. 
Van  Niys’  Chapter, 14312 Friar  St.  Gordon W. 
Batz,  Master, 5752 MatlliJa Ave. 
Whittier: 
Whittier  Chapter, 8315 S. Grernleaf Ave. J. Don- 
ald  Atkins.  Master, 4918 Landis AvP.. Baldwin 
Park. 

COLORADO 
Denver: 
Rocky  Mountain  Chapter, 1512 Gaylord  St.  Ruth 
Warner,  Master, 402 S Humboldt 

CONNECTICUT 
Hartford: 

2, Rockville. 
Hartford  Pronaos.  Art  Webber,  Master, R. F. D. 

DISTRICT  OF COLUMBIA 

Geo. Washington  Carver  Chapter I 0. 0. F. Hall 
Washington: 

9th & T  Sts.. N. W. Robert W .  ’Reed,  Master: 
Apt. 804,  1009 11th  St.. N. W. 
Thomas  Jefferson  Chapter, 1322 Vermont Ave., 

2810 Shipley  Terrace, S. E. 
N. W.  Ruth  Evelyn  Parkhurst.  Master,  Apt. 201, 

FLORIDA 
Miami: 

Ave. Lottie  Parks,  Master, 3k21 S. W. 25th 
Miami Chapter,  Biscayne  Temple 120 N.  W.  15th 
Terrace. 
St.  Petersburg: 

7417 Boca  Ciega  Dr. 
St.  Petersburg  Pronaos.  Austin M. Huff, Master, 

Tampa: 
Aquarian  Chapter 105% Zack St. Lucile Y. 
Howell,  Master, 25bl N. ‘A’ St. 

HAWAII 
Honolulu: 
Honolulu  Pronaos. V. F. Davies.  Master, 226 
Kaha  St.,  Laniko,  Kallua.  Honolulu. 

IDAHO 
Boise: 
Boise  Pronaos.  George H. Harbaugh,  Master, 
3212 Camrose  Lane. 

Chicago :* 
Nefertiti  Lodge, 2539 N. Kedzie Ave., Tel.  Ever- 
glade, 4-8627. Eileen  Ahlborn.  Master, 2539 N. 
Kedzle Ave. 
Springfield: 
Sprin fleld Pronaos.  Albert J. Payson,  Master, 
2023 d Douglas. 

Evansville: 
Evansville  Pronaos.  Oscar G. Brandt,  Master, 
1419 Cumberland. 
Indianapolis: 
Indianapolis  Chapter 38 N. Penn  St.  Rm. 302. 
Dallas  H.  Lien,  Mastkr, 2641 SuthirIaLd Ave. 
South  Bend: 
Neal W. Corey,  Master, 515% 5. William  St. 
May Banks-Stacey  Chapter, 519 S. St.  Joseph St. 

ILLINOIS 

INDIANA 

IOWA 
Davenport: 
Daven ort  Pronaos. Mrs.  Ora B. Helm,  Secre- 

Des  Moines : 
t a n ,  A07  17th  St.,  Rock  Island. Ill. 

Des  Moines  Pronaos.  Willard D. Brown,  Master, 
1280 34th St. 

KANSAS 
Wichita: 
Wichita  Pronaos.  Ken  Laurence,  Master, 729 
S. Bluff. 

(Directory  Continued  on  Next  Page) 



KENTUCKY  Cleveland: 
Louisville: 
St.  Germain  Chapter, 226 W. Walnut  St. A. L.  clid Ave. Walter *W. Hirsch, Maste;, 10602 Har- 

Cleveland  Chapter  Masonic  Temple 36th & Eu- 
Dye.  Master. 4616 Brewster Ave. vard Ave. 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore:* 

Richard  R.  Burgan.  Master, 4309 Fordham  Rd. 
John  O'Donnell  Lodge 301 W  Redwood  St. 

Boston:* 
Johannes  Kelpius  Lodge.  Hotel  Brunswick.  Aarne 
Kolhonen,  Master, 399 Newbury  St.,  West  Pea- 
body,  Mass. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Springfield: 
Sprin fleld Pronaos  Arthur  H.  Pratt,  Master, 
20 Kefiy  Place. 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit :* 
Thebes  Lodge 616 W  Hancock Ave. Paul J. 
Larsen, Maste;.  14287 Robson. 
Flint:  
Moria El  Chapter, 1433 Mable Ave. Evan  James 
Pugh.  Master, 818 Begole  St. 
Lansing: 
Leonard0  da Vinci Chapter 603 S. Washington. 
Harry W. Pierce,  Master, 1201 Wieland  St. 

Minneapolis: 
Essene  Chapter  Dyckman  Hotel 27 S. 6th  St. 
Ralph K. Malmberg.  Master, 11OO'W. 86th  St. 

Kansas  City: 
Kansas  Clty  Chapter.  Lester  C  Lucieer,  Master, 
3401 Charlotte. 
Saint  Louis: 
Saint  Louis  Cha  ter  Roosevelt  Hotel  Delmar & 
Euclid  Aves $homas, H. I. Johns&,  Master, 
1024 N. Curran AvP.. Klrkwood 22. Mo. 

MINNESOTA 

MISSOURI 

MONTANA 
Billings: 
Billings  Pronaos.  Wm.  T.  Collins,  Master, 131 
Broadwater Ave. 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas: 
Box 214. 
Las  Vegas  Pronaos.  Wiiilam  B  De  Long,  Master, 

Reno: 
Charles  Drive. 
Reno  Pronaos.  W.  W.  Rhodes,  Master, 1370 

NEW  JERSEY 
Newark: 
H.  Spencer  Lewis  Chapter, 84 Clinton Ave. 
Dan  Alfred De Slmone,  Master, P. 0 Box 29, 
Metuchen, N. J. 

NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque  Chapter 123% Broadway s. E. 
Albuquerque: 

De  Wayne F. Clark,  'Master, 606 San  Ciemente, 

NEW YORK 
N. W. 

Buffalo: 
Rama  Chapter, 34 Elam PI. Luise M. Hawk, 

Long  Island: 
Master, 141 Center  St.,  Holland. 

Sunrise  Cha  ter,  Masonic  Temple  Hicksviile. 
Harold  W. 8 e  Myer,  Master, 168 'W.  Cypress 

New Rochelle: 
Lane,  Westbury. 

Thomas  Paine  Chapter  Masonic  Temple  LeCount 
PI. Nora  Pepper  Paimer.  Master, A&  3,  194 
Seaton  Rd.,  Stamford, Conn. 
New York:* 
New York  City  Lodge 250 W. 57th St.  John H. 

Rochester: 
Runge,  Master, 2252 Vhentine Ave.. Bronx 

Rochester  Chapter  Hotel  Seneca  Doris  Rab- 
johns,  Master, 1499 Hilton-Parma  Corners  Rd , 
Spencerport. 
Syracuse. 
Sjracuse'  Pronaos.  Julius Maier,  Master, 230 

lmber Ave. 

Canton: 
Canton  Pronaos.  Virgil  Shelton,  Master, 1428 
31st N. E. 

OHIO 

Cincinnati: 
Cincinnati  Chapter 906 Main St.  Rm. 202 Phillip 
J. Huber.  Master,'Mayo  Circle'& Ky. Dr., New- 
port,  Ky. 

Columbus: 
Helios  Chapter 697 S. Hi  h  St.  Ruth  Wallar 

Dayton. 
Linn.  Master,  Apt. 16. 1427 %arsons Ave. 

El6ert  ,'Hubbard  Chapter 15 S Jefferson  St. 

Youngstown: 
Katherme McPeck,  Master', 1663 Gummer Ave. 

Youngstown  Chapter 301 E.  Wood  St.  Rachel  H. 
Lamphier.  Master, 2h4 Belvedere, S. E.,  Warren, 

Oklahoma  City. 
Amenhotep  Chapter,  Rm. 318, Y. W. C.  A. Bldg. 
Helen  Laspe,  Master, 835 N  E.  Drive,  Apt. 8. 
Tulsa: 
Tulsa  Chapter, 15 W  13th  St.  Obert  T.  Cox, 
Master, 2604 E.  Oklahoma  St. 

Eugene: 
Adams  St. 
Eugene  Pronaos.  Herman A. Mason,  Maste!, 2021 

Portland :* 
Enneadic  Star  Lodge, 2712 S. E.  Salmon.  Kath- 

Salem : 
leen  Duthie,  Master, 2767 S W.  Talbot  Rd. 

Salem  Pronaos.  Mrs.  George A. Kisler.  Master, 
Independence,  Ore 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Allentown  Pronaos  W.  R.  Fritzinger.  Master, 
Allentown: 
1146 Tilghman  St. 

OKLAHOMA 

OREGON 

Lancaster: 
Lancaster  Pronaos.  Russell J. ,E. Campiain, Mas- 

Philadelphia:* 
ter. 223 S. Lancaster  St..  Annvllle,  Pa 

Ben~amin  Franklin  Lodge. 1303 W  Cirard Ave. 
Catherine  Sears,  Master, 3150 St.  Vincent  St. 
Pittsburgh:. 

N. S. James M Srhroder: Master, 1400 Chrlto; 
First  Pennsylvania  Lodge 615 W. Diamond St,  
Ave. 

RHODE  ISLAND 
Providence: 
Roger  Williams  Chapter  Sheraton - Biitmore 
Hotel. Michele Falcone,  Mister, 21 Hazel  St 

TEXAS 
Amarillo : 
Amarillo  Pronaos.  Mrs. T. J. Wright,  Master, 
Box 176, Pampa. 
Dallas : 
Trian le Chapter 19211% Greenville Ave. Achilles 
Taiia&rro, Mas&, 3600 Lovers'  Lane 
Fort   Worth: 
Fort  Worth  Pronaos  Roy  L.  Ballard.  Master, 
2736 Westbrook. 
Houston: 
Houston  Chapter, Y. W. C.  A. Bldg.  Kathryn 
Pyburn,  Master,  Rt 2. Box 411. 

Wichita  Falls  Pronaos.  Mrs.  W  R  Williams, 
Wichita Falls: 

Master, P. 0. Box 818. 
UTAH 

Salt  Lake  City: 
Salt  Lake  Clt  Chapter I. 0. 0.F Hall 41  Post 
Office  Place.  %illiam D. Nuttall,  Mast&, 380 N 
Main  St.,  Brigham  Clty. 

WASHINGTON 

Michael  Maier  Lodge,  Wintonia  Hotel.  Auguste 
Seattle:' 

9th Ave: 
Siechau  Master, 311-A Normandie  Apts , 1303 

Spokane: 
Spokane  Chapter I. 0. 0. F. Hall, 12208 E. 
Sprague,  Opporthnity.  Mrs.  Peter J Young, 
Master,  E. 1211 Columbia Ave., Spokane 
Tacoma: 
Takhoma  Chapter 508 6th Ave. Stanley J. 
Walker,  Master,  7i7 S 59th St. 
Yakima: 
Yakima  Pronaos.  Kenneth  Goin,  Master, 3305 
Lincoln Ave. 

WISCONSIN 
Milwaukee: 
Karnak  Chapter, 744 N.  4th  St.  Marcelle  Schoene- 
man,  Master, 3174 S. 57th St. 
" 

(* Initiations  are  performed.) 

Latin-American  Division 
Armando  Font  De  La Jars, F. R. C.. Deputy  Grand  RIaster 

Direct,  inauilies  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American  Division,  Rosicrucian  Park.  San  Jose, 
Californla. U. S. A. 
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on man’s mind?  Are wars and large- This  factual  and  amazing  information is 
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